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Thomas hearings spark New law class offered for '92
sexual harassment debate Environment added to undergraduate agenda
By PAULA MALONEY
Heights Staff Writer
the October 21
issueofNewsweefc, Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas "denied
that he had sexually harassed Anita
Hi 11 when they had worked together
from 1981 to 1983 at the Depart-

I

According

\

to

Wilt.
Marianne LaFrance began the
panel discussion by reading a
copy of a letter sent by Leo
Sullivan, a representative from
Oklahoma, to the president of

the University of Oklahoma.

The letter requested that Anita
Hill be discharged from her

Anita Hill's charges against Clarence Thomas fueled this panel
discussion on sexual harassment.

ment of Education and then at the

Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission."
The controversial nature of the
Thomas nomination hearings
sparked a panel discussion last
week concerning sexual harassment and the Boston College pol icy
towards this type of harassment.
The implications of sexual harassment were discussed in light of
their psychological, managerial,
legal, and personal aspects.The
discussion was sponsored by the
Women's Studies and Black Studies programs.
Professor Judith Wilt of the
Women's Studies program and
Chairperson of the English Department, drew attention to BC's
policy on discriminatory harassment. "The procedures for resolving these conflicts are outlined in a
booklet mailed out recently," said

position as a university professor. Sullivan cited Hill's liberal
political interference as a reason for his request.
LaFrance spoke of the psychological effects that sexual
harassment has on the victim.
She noted that, "Sexual victimization is not limited to rape
and battery. It is neither flirtation nor mere annoyance."
LaFrance said that, "Sexual
harassment is directed toward
people on the lower end of the
power scale. Womens' own
self-imposed silence contributes even more seriously to the
charge that it is implausible in
court."
LaFrance feels that the pri-

mary cost of sexual

harassment

is that the victim's "ambition

Panel, page 31.

By LIZANNE WNEK
Heights Assistant to the Editor
As the students of Boston Col lege
begin to selectclasses for the Spring
Semester 0f1992, they should
consider a new course being offered
to both graduates and undergraduates in Environmental Law.
"The course will provide an introduction to Environmental Law,
the legal system, and the study of
how law approaches the management of environmental problems,"
said Craig Kelley, a second-year
law student at BC Law who will be
teaching one of the Environmental
Law sections in the spring.
Zygmunt Plater, a professor of
law, will be directing and supervising the course, but will not be
teaching it. Seven sections of the
course will be taught to classes of
approximately 20 students by a
two-person team of law students.

The student teacherswill receive
seminar credit. Although the
class will be offered by the Political Science department, it
will be open to students in all
schools.
The idea for an Environmental Law class taught by law students for non-law students, was
initiated by Professor Platerwho
was influential in beginning
similar-type classes at other
universities, including University of Michigan and University
of Tennessee.
"I'm delighted to see the initiative and hard work that these
student (teachers) have already
put into organizing the course,"
stated Plater. "They are part of a
larger agenda of faculty on both
campuses who think it is really
time BC had an environmental
science concentration with real
substance and legal input."

The class will be designed to
parallel Professor Platter's current course in Environmental Law
at BC Law, and will be using his
new text as a basis of study. The
concept of Environmental Law
will be used as a model for further
study into the legal system and
how it reflects other disciplines.
"Knowledge of the legal system is an intricate part of a liberal
education," said Plater. "Environmental issues are a major area
of job creation today.
The class will targetthose with
no previous experience in law
but who do have an intense interest in the legal system and
environmental issues. "There is
no criteria for this course in
conjunction with one's personal
views and no prerequisites from
a scholastic standpoint. Hope"

Undergrad, page 23.

LaGrand to return for first
HOCKEY EAST game
J.P. PLUNKETT
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

By

Eagle goaltender Scott LaGrand,
suspended on October 18 for an
undisclosed violation of N! CAA
regulations, will be back in action
for Boston Col lege's HOCKEY EAST
opener November 6 at Merrimack.
When the suspension is lifted,
LaGrand will have missed preseason contests against the Canadian Nationals and USA Hockey
and regular season games versus
St. Lawrence, Clarkson, Michigan
State and Vermont. In his absence,
the Eagles have begun the season
with a 1-1 record. They face
Michigan State Friday night at
Kelley Rink.
LaGrand hascontinued traveling
with the Eagles during the suspension, and iseagerto make his season
debut.
"I've been working hard in
practice and I'm looking forward

LaGrand will be back defending the BC goal on November 6,

at Merrimack.
to returning," he said last night.

LaGrand and officials from
the NCAA and BC have refused
to provide details on the suspension.

"Once I'm playing again,

hopefully it will just get buried,"
said LaCrand, who as a sophomore last season hada3.2Bgoals
against average.
The goaltender did verify that
LaGrand, page 21.

Nursing students learn AIDS prevention
ByTOMMAHONEY

Heights Staff Writer
As part of Boston College's
School of Nursing program, students are going out into the nursing
community tofurther develop their
scholastic development.
From wellness settings to surgical rotations, students actively
practice their skills on patients in
need. Ailments the students confront range from arthritis to
HIV(AIDS). "We take care of everyone?no discrimination," said
Rosemary Krawczyk, Associate
Dean of the Undergraduate Pro-

tious diseases such as AIDS.
"We teach universal precautions so professionals do not

get communicable diseases,"
said Krawczyk. She continued

by saying that the ultimate goal
is to create discipline that be-

ority when students enter the program. After this has been established students receive the information they need to do their jobs
safely.
Some adjustments to nursing
policy have been made since HIV

"Most of the precautions
already in place to prevent the
transmission of Hepatitis B

will help prevent accidental
HIV transmission."

gram.

Krawczyk noted that nurses discriminate only in the way that they
practice health care. Students at
BC are trained to help others and
protect themselves from the risks in
their clinical leamingenvironment.
Those who provide health care
have always been at risk since they
often care for people with infec-

comes a reflex.
Learning more about how the

HIV virus is transmitted has
helped the University to create
training to help put students

and the people they care about
at ease.

Krawczyk explained that
communication is the first pri-

was encountered intheearly'Bo's.

Surprisingly, the advice in BC's
training film "AIDS Prevention for
Nursing Professionals" is to "continue as before." The film states
that most of the precautions already in place to combat the transmission of Hepatitis B will help
prevent accidental HIV transmis-

sion. One difference however,
is that the more contagious of
the two, hepatitis, can be combatted with a vaccine, HIV or
AIDS cannot.
Some of the adjustments include the widespread use of
barriers when there is a chance
of coming in contact with a
patients body fluids. Latex
gloves, aprons and goggles are
used in situations where contact
can occur. Yet the standards of
washing hands and using common sense seem to dominate
training.
In Cushing Hall's training
room students work in a real istic
hospital setting. From IV poles
to heart monitors students learn
the proper patient care before
the move into a less forgiving
setting.
One of the greatest fears of
student and professional nurses
is an accidental needle stick.
This danger is being combated

with new precautions and studies.
According to statistics cited in
the training film, the Center for
Disease Control states that less
than one percent of needle sticks
from HIV positive patients have
resulted in a health care worker
contracting the disease.
Used needles are put in special biohazard containers.
Training indicates that the container should be as tightly sealed
as possible so that the needle can
not be accidentally released. If
the needle does prick an individual, testing and counseling
are available to help the professional who has taken this risk to
help others.
With continued development
in AIDS research and demonstration of proven techniques studentscan be taughttohelp people
infected with the HIV virus that is
generating fear and alienation in
our community.
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Off-campus students have rights too
By

JENNIFER THIEBEAULT

There are plenty of people
available to entertain complaints
about the activities of BC students
living off campus, but there are
not always people willing to listen to the students' side of the
story.

The issue of off-campus partying has two sides, and many feel
that the students' story is the one
heard least often.
In an attempt to resolve this
problem, a group of off-campus
students meets regularly with Father Tony Penna, assistant dean
of student development, to discuss complaints, concerns and
ideas about the off-campus living
experience.
This group has recently revised
list
of hints for off-campus liva
including
good neighbor tips
ing,
and information about the legal
implications involved with alcohol and parties.
A newsletter is being planned
to keep off-campus students informed of upcoming events and
news, and the group has arranged
to make The Heights available at
central points off-campus.
Every week the group reviews
the community assistance patrol
(CAP) reports for the following
weekend and makes suggestions
for improving the standard of
living for both BC students living
off-campus and their neighbors.

Off-campus parties

are a source of constant debate between
students and community residents in the area.
Although students agree that
dents are paying rent too. They
generally the neighbors put up
[the neighbors] don't have a right
with more inconvenience than
to do that."
themselves, they feel many
Junior Sean Sova agreed that
neighbors do not give students a
the way a neighbor approaches
fair chance.
a student with a complaint can
Kinneyexplained
Trisha
Junior
effect the student's response.
a recent situation in her building.
"It depends on how the person
"The people downstairs were asks," he said. "If he calls and
having a party, and the neighbors
asks politely and gives reasons
treated them like children," she for the complaint, then the stusaid. "They walked right in and
dent will be more responsive."
turned the stereo down. They
Thecommitteeofstudents said
didn't respect their area. I underthat most students would try to
stand the neighbors' point of be flexible if they received a
view," Kinney said, "but the stucomplaint, both to appease their

neighbors and to avoid further
trouble.
"It could be hard to quiet down
if you have a large party going,"
said Kinney.
Junior Diane Shedd disagreed
by saying, "But, people would
try. I don't think students do anything inconsiderate on purpose.
If the point is driven home, they
might be more careful."
Shedd said it can be difficult
living around so many students,
even if you are a student.
"If you have an exam to study
for and upstairs is having a party,
then even you get aggravated.
We're only here for 10 months,"
she said. "These are other
people's homes."
Kinney said that part of the
problem is that many students
living off-campus aresurrounded
by neighbors for the first time.
"If you and your neighbors
start with a good relationship
that avoids problems later. If you
take an 'us vs. them' attitude,
they'll feel the same way. If
they've lived around students
before, they'll come in with
prejudicesanyway,"said Kinney.
Senior Paul Fitzgerald said, "It's
key getting to know your neighbors, so maybe they'll call you
with a complaint before they call
the police."
"Students can't have too many
gripes," said Fitzgerald. He continue by saying, "The neighbors
put up with a lot of garbage."

Students said that some neighbors are unreasonable or are extremely sensitive to noise, but on
the whole their complaints are
usually justified.
"There's not much you can do,
justtry to becourteous," Fitzgerald
said.
The students commended CAP
for being respectful and courteous to students. "CAP people are
helpful," Kinney said, "they want
to protect the students, and people
respond to that."
"CAP people are really great,"
said Shedd, adding that they will
warn students about loud music
or complaints received so that
they will not get in trouble with
BC.
"That's better than yelling at
them," she said.
The students said that the
Brighton police are not "out to
get" students either, and that the
police only take harsh action if
students are obnoxiously uncooperative.

Boston College students who
live off-campus have to adjust to
a great deal of new independence
and a different lifestyle.
Neighborly hostility will not
improve anyone's transition, or
be beneficial later in the year.
The committee of students
stressed communication with
neighbors as the first step to a
healthy relationship.
In any healthy relationship,
both sides of the stories are heard.

Campus anticipates Homecoming 1991
Semi-formal and Pitt game highlight weekend events
By STEPHANIE BELANGER

Heights Staff Writer
Homecoming, one of the few

school-wide events of the year, is
less than a week away.
The semi-formal event scheduled for Friday, November 1, will
be held at the Sheraton Copley,
and is open to all classes. Tickets
are still available at the McElroy
ticket booth for $50 per couple.

"We basically followed the
plans from last year because we
got so much positive feedback
from students, so we figured why

change?" said Rebecca Stehling,
UGBC Director of Programming
and Homecoming Coordinator.
Mark Morris & The Cat Tunes
will be performing again, along
with DJ Terry Leßlanc.
"Last
year, everyone seemed to like

them," said Stehling.

A buffet including hot turkey,
pizza, and tortellini will be set
up throughout the evening with
a cash bar requiring two forms of
ID to purchase alcohol.
"I'd love to see Homecoming
tickets sell out," said Stehling.
"It's really a must-go-to event
that should not be missed, and
I'm not sure why tickets haven't
sold out yet."
One studentsaid, "I really don't

want to spend the money to go."

However, Stehling explained
that, "The price includes the
band, security, busses, food, and
the cost of the Sheraton. It really
isn't a fundraiser for UGBC. We
just about break even."
"We have a huge, beautiful
room at the Sheraton, delicious
food, and a great band. There's
no excuse to go and not have
fun," said Stehling. Busses to the

Sheraton will begin leaving from
St. Ignatius at 7:45 pm.
As part of the weekend alumni
and undergraduates will be welcome at the BC-Pittsburg football
game at noon on Saturday.
Final details of Homecoming
weekend are being worked out,
and its coordinators expect it to
be a success. For additional information, call the "Homecoming Hotline" at 552-2489.

Voices from the Dustbowl
By Jen Gannon

"What's the scariest thing at BC?"

Paul Waldron,
A&S '92

Tim Holton,
A&S '95

Donna Savage,
A&S '95

Adam Hurtubise,
A&S '92
Lou Kodumal,
A&S '92

Dave May,
A&S '92

"Graduating."

"The skin at the
top of the gravy at

"Forgetting what
you did the night
before."

"When your
roommate says,
'Don't you have an
exam this morning?'"

"The view from the
top of Gasson
tower."

McElroy."
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Volunteers cater to the needs of Belize
By DEBBIE BOSWORTH

This past August, 10 Boston
College students accompanied
Assistant University Chaplain
Rev. Ted Dziak to Belize, South
America for four weeks to run a
camp for 100 school children
from underprivileged families.
The trip to Belize, part of the
Ignatio Volunteer Program, was
established last spring by Rev.
Dziak, S.J. in honor of Boston
College's Ignatian year.
The initial group of Ignatio

volunteers was chosen from a
group of applicants representing
diversity in age, background and
former community service.
Each of thefive female and five
male volunteers were required to
raise $1,000 to cover all program
costs, transportation and room
and board.
As well as attending a retreat
in Cohasset, MA, these students
met biweekly throughout the
spring of 1991 in preparation for
the summer journey.
The commitmentof these indi-

vidua Is did not end with their trip
to Belize. This fall the volunteers
have begun to organize service
projects for the entire community.
The daily routine of these
Ignatio Volunteers consisted of
teaching various subjects to these
children in the morning and then
engaging in various recreational
activities in the afternoon.
Participant Mike Boluc '94,
said, "We each taught a different
subject, some of us even gave a
whirl to Belizean literature with
the help of the older, educated

SYLVIAS NEW AGE STUDIO
Psychic Reader and Advisor
TARROT CARDS-CRYSTAL READINGS-ESP READINGS
ADVISE YOU ON ALL MATTERS OF
LIFE
LOVE-HAPPINESS-HEALTH-MARRIAGE
Available for Home Gathering and Social Events
Plan for Halloween Now!!!
Call for an appointment at 648-6953
Walk-ins also accepted
148 Massachusettes Ave., Arlington, MA

Discover
Kinko's,
where a good
Mac is easy
to find.
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together because unlike in the
U.S. organized sports are not
commonplace."
Senior Rob Beal said, "This is
the most importantthing I've ever
done. It was incredibly rewarding and fun. The children had
such a genuine interest in learning. It was extremely satisfying
that we could fulfill their needs."
"Being there for four weeks
forced us to completely immerse
ourselves in the Belizean culture.
This was an obvious adjustment
but there wereso many lessonsto
be learned from theculture," said
Beal.
Beal said, "Being residents of a
poor third world nation, the
Belizeans lead a very simple existence. Yet, they enjoy their lives
in ways most Americans don't.
They're devout to their religion,
traditions, and rituals. They don't
see themselves as poor and it was
an invaluable experience to do
things their way."
"There was a dual purpose to

this trip," commented Rev. Dziak.
"The importance of it was not
only to know another culture but
to be able to look back with different eyes."
"The volunteers helped the
children but it is my hope that
they bring back to BC and the
community their new realizations," said Rev. Dziak.
Sophomore volunteer Paul
Hezel expanded on Rev. Dziak's
comments by saying, "Because
of my Belize experience I have a
totally different perspective on
things. This is something I probably would not have experienced
had I gave my volunteer time in
Boston, simply clue to the many
distractions there are while in
school."
Beal said, "Many times it is
tough to get out of our element
while surrounded by metropolitan Boston. It took something as
dramatic as going all the way to
Belize to give wholly of oneself
and in turn, to realize what I can
give at home."
"It was a time of self-discovery
and learning about the spirit of
giving. It was the experience of a
lifetime that might take us a lifetime to appreciate," said Beal.

KPMG Peat Marwick

If trying to find a computer when you
need one Is putting a drag on your plans
for a class project, come Into Kinko's.
You can work on a Mac right in our
store! Your ideas, our Macs, and $2.00
off our regular rental rate. Sounds like
the best Macs
are easy to

find... once
you know
where to look.

Belizean students who served as
our teaching assistants."
He continued by saying,"As
far as the recreational activities
went, we tried to teach them team
sports so they could learn to work
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Undergraduates reach out to
aid local cancer patients
By ERINO'ROURKE

The Society for Cancer Research at Boston College,
founded three years ago by BC
students, is dedicated to promoting an interest in undergraduate
research in the field of cancer.
The society was formed by four
members of the Class of 1990
who were researching problems
with cellular division at the
Sonntag Cancer Institute of Boston College. Amy McMurtrey,
founding president, said, "We
would like to serve those in the
community who are suffering
from (cancer)... and to increase
awareness and compassion for
those who are battling this lifethreatening disease."
Anne Marie Valente, A&S '92,
current president of the Society
for Cancer Research, said, "Today, there are approximately 100
members currently involved. We
have been trying to expand and
invite more BC students to get
involved. This is not a society for
science majors only, so anyone
can join."
For fund-raising on campus,
society members collect cans to
be recycled every Monday afternoon. The students go door-todoor and ask for cans at Hillsides,
the Mods, 80 Commonwealth
Ave. and Walsh. Then, the
members have to sort out 3,000
to 5,000 cans before they can be
recycled.
The Society for Cancer Research at Boston College is also
involved with volunteer work
outside of the BC campus. Each
Friday afternoon, an average of
20 students travel to Youville

OF BOSTON

Hospital and Rehabilitation
Center. Youville residents are
chronically ill, elderly patients
who are institutionalized for the
remainder of their lives. When
the BC students arrive, most of
the patients are brought into a
common room for various activities. The students work with
approximately 20 patients in the
East Ward by talking to them
and having guitar sing-alongs.
However, since some are confined to wheel chairs, BC students can only visit them in their
rooms.

The Society plans several activities for the patients of Youville
Hospital and Rehabilitation
They arrange pizza
Center.
parties and provide homecooked Italianfoodfortheward.
On holidays, events are
planned such as a recent Halloween party in which the students decorated the ward and
dressed up in costumes. Presents
are given to the patients on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31

COME GET SCARY!

Christmas and Easter and cards
are donated by the BC bookstore.
Valente said, "One of the reasons why we go to Youville Hospital is that we want to see people
visiting the patients. We want to
serve the community and to show
the patients that there is someone
who cares about them."
The Youville Director of Volunteer Services, Joanne Parsons,
is very receptive to the Society
members and helps them coordinate activities. Valente said, "The
nursing staff is wonderful and
helps us talk with the patients.
We talk about the college experience with them. One of the patients is a Boston College CSOM
graduate from the Class of 1959.
Through talking to them, we
provide companionship for the
patients and bolster their self-esteem."
Directors of the Society of Can-

HALLOWEEN NIGHT
PLAT IT AGAIN

SAM'S

1314 COMMON WEALTH AVE.
FEATURING A DEADLY
PERFORMANCE

LIVING PROOF
21+...D00RS OPEN AT 7:30
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AIDS patients and families
must grapple with pain
As AIDS continues to spread throughout the United
States, it has become engrained as a national problem that
still has not been fully confronted. As more and more
people are tested HIV positive, their families and friends
must learn to deal with the reality and the pain of this

disease.
One young woman, one of the few people in the U.S.
who has contracted the disease from a person in health
services, her dentist, joined lobbyists on Capitol Hill last
month to improve legislation for testing health service
workers. She is very open about her bitterness and pain. She
wrote a national letter about her feelings, and how she has
been denied those things taken for granted by other people
in their mid-twenties all over the world. She vividly described how she hated the sores on her face, her physical
weakness, and her approachingdeath. Her high profilethis
year has brought to the forefront the pain and the imminent
danger of contracting disease from any number of sources.
Another source of confusion for families and friends of
an HIV positive person is the variety of symptoms the
person can show. This woman's health deteriorated very
quicky while other people harbor the disease unknowingly
for years. The symptoms can be swollen glands, fevers,
diarrhea. The only sure way to find out, according to the
American Cross is to get a blood test done.
Once a person finds out that they have the disease, a lot
of questions plague them and their loved ones. The disease
still carries a social stigma, although education on the
subject in some areas has increased dramatically. The
person and his or her family has to accept the fact that there
is no cure for this disease at this time. It is a difficult thing
to confront and to live with. Bitterness that this woman felt
is common, as is frustration, and a severe sense of loss.
By 1992, the American Red Cross estimates that 365,000
people will have AIDS in the United States alone, and
2765,000 will have died from the disease. These numbers
are devastating alone. Knowing a friend or relative who is
HIV positive, is even worse. Right now, comfort and
support is all that society can offer, and should.
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Reaction to Operation
Rescue's upcoming
Boston visit
To the Editor:
In most Western European na-

tions, women are considered the
inferior sex. Yet even these
women have a right that is not
granted to women in the United
States. Women in Europe are not
faced with human blockades,
chanting mobs, or protesters
carrying fetuses in coffins when
they exercise their legally protected rightto choose. It is exactly
in this way however, that the
constitutional rights of US citizens
are violated every day. No one
person or organization should be
permitted to force their opinions
on others whoareexercisingtheir
legal rights. Regrettably, Operation Rescue, a militantanti-choice
group blatantly does just that. By
cursing, spitting on, and physically restraining women who use
family planningclinics, Operation
Rescue interferes not only with a
women'sright to choose, but also
their right to have any sort of
gynecological examination or
testing.
Operation Rescue has chosen
Boston area clinics as their next
target. As in Wichita last August,
thousands of protesters wi 11 gather
outside of the Boston family
planning organizations in an effort to legally close down the
facilities. When faced with the
probability of arrest, they are not

afraid, but ratherfancy themselves
as crusaders for justice. The fact
is that their fanatical behavior is

directly violating the legal rights
of other citizens.
In addition to purposely
breaking the laws that our government has deemed necessary,
Operation Rescue violates a more
sacred right, that being the
women's right to choose whether
or not to bring a child into the
world. The reproductive rights of
women will once again be violated on November 2. In the past
police have been slow in enforcing the law and city officials have
avoided this issue. Therefore, we,
along with many members of the
Boston College community will
be outside clinics defending
women's rights and joining forces
with other concerned men and
women who find this illegal and
uncompassionate behavior appalling. Please join us in our
efforts on November 2.

Kate Foster

A&S '94

Jessica Hedges
A&S '94

Amy Bonnici

A&S '94

Bay Bank has virtual
monopoly on campus
To the

Editor:

Over three weeks ago, my
Bay Bank card was taken by the
machine because it had expired.
I requested another card from
Bay Bank that day. Two weeks
later, the card had not come.
When I called a second time, I
was told that for some unexplainable reason the card was
never mailed, but would be sent
that day. I waited patiently for
another week, then phoned
Bay Bank a third time. Once again,
my request was ignored and the
card was not sent. After speaking
with a supervisor who assured
me they would mail it, I am now
playing the waiting game once
again.
In the meantime, if I need cash,
I mustfind transportation toeither
Harvard Street or Newton Centre.
All this is caused by the incompetence of Bay Bank. Bay Bank,
as we all know, has a virtual
monopoly on the Boston College

campus. With only Bay Bank on
campus, students are severely
limited in their choice of banks. I
know that other students at BC

have similar problems with
Bay Bank.
Action should be taken to assure that students are able to receive adequate banking conveniently on campus. Encouraging
other banks to put machines on
campuswould foster competition
among banks, likely to bring reduced service fees and more
competent service.
In my three years at BC, I have
heard this question raised several
times, and yet the administration
has shown no obvious concern. It
seems, though, that an administration which constantly prides
itself on its concern for the students
would not continue to ignore this
problem.
Allison Hughes
A&S '93

Concern, anger, excitement,
congratulations, interest,
questions, disagreement
Whatever your reason,
write us a letter

All letters to the editor must
be no more than 500 words,
typed, and accompanied by
a name and phone number
for verification. They are
due by Thursday at noon.
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Navy Crew photo shows
disregard for BC team
To the Editor:

dedicated to the sport. We raise
our own money to finance

On Sunday, October 20, the
Boston College crew team competed in the Head of the Charles
Regatta. The Woman's Varsity
placed sixth out of 28 crews,
which was a well-deserved feat.
This is one of the best performances any BC Crew has ever
accomplished.
However, our enthusiasm was
crushed when we were confronted with a front page color
photo of the Navy crew team in
last week'sedition of TheHeights.
Not only is it the picture extremely embarrassing to the crew
program, it is also a huge slap in
the face. For our school to publish a color photo of our competition in our paper only shows
that lack of support we are given
on our home front.
Seeing the photo was disturbing, to say the least. However,
reading the article only intensified my disappointment. I cannot
bel ieve that the only newsworthy
points of the Head of the Charles
that the reporters found to be of
vital interest to its BC readership
were an what an 'actual' Regatta
is and how Bay Bank sponsored
the event. There was a serious
lack of information regarding the
efforts expended on behalf of the
BC crew team.
Being part of the Head of the
Charles is an honor. We represent Boston College with pride
like any college sport and would
expect reciprocated respect from
the school. Splattering a Navy
boat on the cover of The Heights
was a complete disregard for the
feelings of the BC crew team.
The crew team is a hard-working, developing club who are

coaches, boats, facilities, and
travel expenses. We practice on a
daily basis like any other varsity
sport. We have been fortunate to
have coaches and supportive
family and friends who are equally
eager to focus on establishing a
more respectable crew program
for Boston College.
In the past, The Heights has
rarely given the crew team any
coverage. I realize that there are
over a hundred different clubs on
campus that The Heights has to
work with. However, thefewtimes
that The Heights has featured the
BC Crew team, it has never been
significant exposure. The articles
always to focus on the sport itself,
not the club which exists at Boston College.
Last year, The Heights pulled a
similar stunt. The paper portrayed
a picture of a Connecticut Col lege
crew to suffice their coverage of
the Head of the Charles. The irritating thing is that we had beaten
that boat! Yet, the impact of these
pictures are so immense that it
will always be imbedded in my
mind.
in closing, I have just one question: if the photographer were to
miss a BC football game, would
The Heights allow a picture of a
Miami playerto be splashed across
the front cover rather than one of
Mark Chmura or any other BC
football player? Hey, it's the same
sport, right?

Kate McCauley
Captain Women's
Varsity Crew

Involvement, not
petitions shows
concern for an issue
To the Editor:

Walking through the lower level
of McElroy, I passed a small
conglomeration of people in front
of a table. It was not a huge
gathering but it was large enough
to slow my efforts. Interested in
what was going on I stopped by
the table. There, amongst the
crowd stood a petition filled with
the names and addresses of others concerned students. The
causewhichthisgroup was interested in was indeed worthwhile.
I believed in this particularcause,
yet for some reason I refrained
from signing the petition.
It was not that I was apathetic
to the whole problem, rather I felt
like a hypocrite signing my name
to petition which I knew nothing
about. The group represented at
the table had information which
raised my brows, but this still did
not change a thing. The question
which I continually asked was
what would this single signature

change. Putting my name down on
a piece of paper seemed far from
doing my part. The whole thing
had the feeling of signing onto a
clear conscience.
In this world of interest group
fighting interest group for the vital
number of signatures needed to
show concern for an issue, I feel
that action and not ink on paper is
the route to bring about change.
Signing on to that concern behind
the paper is great but it is only the
first step. Involvement in the group
is the other half needed to bring
about a change. Instead of grappling with the numerous problems
of today, one should concentrate
effort into a few. Spreading your
concern to many issues leavesonly
a name, notthe body required to
make a difference. Act on that
impulse beyond putting your name
down.
Tim O'Donnell
A&S '94

Check for Heights weekly
section meetings

We are always looking for
new writers and
photographers

Hill and Thomas were pawns
in partisan politics
To the Editor:

I

am writing in response to

the article in the October 21,
1991 issue pertaining to the
message sent by the events
surrounding the Thomas confirmation hearings.
I believe it unrealistic to say
that the Democrats opted for
an open session in order to
protect themselves from negative accusations from the public. The confirmation process
is inherently a politically partisan one. It seems more reasonable to say that, because of
the nature of this process and
becauseofthe upcoming 1992
elections, the Democrats tried
to publicly exploit the potential weakness in the seemingly
impenetrable political armor
of President Bush. Once the
Democrats threw the first
punch, it was only natural that

the Republicans retaliate.
Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas became pawns in the political struggle where the only concern became what each party
was going to lose. This character verification that is spoken of
was only a tool in the political
process. The real trial was to be
found in the courts of public
opinion where the verdict would
read "Democrat" or "Republican" and not guilt or innocence
of either Hill or Thomas.
The writer seems to question
whether the reputation of Thomas was at stake, despite the
lackof real retribution if not confirmed. It is obvious that the
reputations of both were in some
way damaged. It is unfortunate,
though, that both the Democratic
and Republican parties had to
manipulate these two individuals as a means of pursuing their
agendas.

7

The only clear message I see
coming from the proceedings is
that each party will stop at nothing to gain or keep its power base
within our political structure. The
question of whether the incident

actually happened was a distant
second only to the question of
who would emerge the winner
between the two parties. The
damage done to the cause of all
peopleagainst sexual harassment
is minimal if taken in the context
of this political power struggle. It
is very troubling, though, that
such an important issue was
trivialized and subordinated by
those individuals who we have
entrusted with thewell-being and
security of all the citizens of our
nation. In this, one may find the
real travesty produced by the
system.

Craig Piccirillo
A&S '92

BC Crew photo would affirm
pride in Boston College
To the Editor:

Upon viewing last week's
cover photo of the US Naval
Academy's championship in
last Sunday's Head of the
Charles Regatta, I was rather
disturbed. However, two of my
former high school rowing
teammates thought it was hysterical thattheirteam appeared
on the cover of my school's
newspaper. Having then asked
me why their teammates were
on the cover instead of BC's
own four-man boat, I was
forced to tell them that I had no
idea why this was done. Again
they laughed and then asked
for a copy to hang in Navy's

boathouse.

I realize

that there may have
been very credible reasons why
BC Crew was not pictured. Then
again, if there were no such
reasons, I find if extremely embarrassing that in two years, the
Heights photo editor could not
get a shot of BC crew racing up
the Charles.
We do realize that we rowed
very early on Sunday. Yet we
have no control over the time
we are scheduled to race. With
close to 1,000 boats traveling
the course that day, some teams
have to race early. Unfortunately, Boston College was one
of those teams this year. Nevertheless, two photographers from

the Sub Turri yearbook staff did
not think it too early to appear on
the race course around 9 am.
With Boston College being represented in the world's largest,
one day rowing regatta, I think its
students would have rather seen a
photo of their own team instead
of BC's competition. This letter
represents much of the team's
opinions. As participants in the
nation's oldest collegiate sport,
we thought that The Heights ca red
more about the pride of Boston
College.
Dave Mingey
A&S '92

Stroke

seat of

BC's Men's Four
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Rain Forest week promotes awareness
years that it became very "fadish" according to Kuzsewski.
She feels that now the excitement has died down and people
have begun to slide back into

By LISA DIAZ

Although the response to Rain
Forest Week was a positive one,
Judy Kuzsewski, president of the
Environmental Action Center of
Boston College, felt that it was
not as great as in previous years.
Kuzsewski attributed this to what
she termed, "the Earth Day Ebb."
Everyone seemed to be getting
involved in environmental activities so enthusiastically in past

habits of environmental neglect.
The Environmental Action
Center of Boston College celebrated World Rain Forest Week
last week by taking steps to
educate the students about the
need to end the destruction of
rain forests and to raise money

for the support of the cause.
EAC members distributed fact
sheets about rain forests and presented a video entitled, "Research
to Protect the Rain Forests" at a
table set up in the McElroy lobby.
Many students who saw the video
en route to class, became interested in the plight of the rain forests and stopped at the table to
inquire further. EAC Treasurer

HELLOWEEN

Hey...

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31

LATE NIGHT FRIGHT

Look Us Over!

PARADISE

Maddies Market
Grand Opening Celebration

CELEBRITY COSTUME CONTEST

Breads, Calzones, bagels, pastas, fresh fruits and
vegetables, newspapers, magazines, bakery, groceries, freshly brewed coffee and a frozen carbonated
beverage
you might call it "SLUSH."
We can supply you with all the necessities of life
with a number of its pleasures. Come and visit.

Mountain Bike
One pair of Roller Blades each week for four weeks
Plus 2 Maddies Baskets each week
full of groceries and 'Fun Stuff

18 to party 21 to drink
Doors open at 11:00,
Paradise Rock Club
967-969 Commonwealth Ave.
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finding out about graduate school is as easy
as being in the right place at the right time. I
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39 Datton Street

.

THE RIGHT TIME: I
Saturday November 2
8:00 a m-345 pm

.

Sir Isaac New

Meet representatives from top graduate
schools at the GRE/CGS FORUM

Don't wait for inspiration to strike. Come to the GRE/CGS Graduate
School Forum.
Ask representatives what their schools have to offer Discuss
different programs of study and obtain school catalogs and
application forms.
While there, you can even take special workshops on various
programs of study financing your education and preparing for the
GRE exam. All for just a $3 admission fee.
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
8:30-1000 PRE-FORUM Workshop on

"d**"* l **
Issues Facing the Returning Student
GRE Test Preparation
Minorities in Graduate Education
GRE Program Question and
Answer Session
**»"*»

\u25a0muk
10:15-11:15

IMS-12:45
1:15-2:15

2.45-3.45

1

TrV

T7*

11:00-0:00

DISCIPLINE DISCUSSIONS
History Psychology Education

1200-100 Biological Sciences.Physical
Sciences, Health Sciences
100-2:00 Political Science. Sociology,
Psychology
2.00-3:00 Computer Science. Engineering,
Mathematics

Registration begins at 8:00 a.m.
For more information call GRE Inquiry:
(609)771-7670
'
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FORUMS
by the GRE
Sponsored
Board and the Council of GraduateSchools
/£f\ GRE ets EDUCATIONAL
TESTING SERVICE, and the ETS logo design are
I£vX-/*
|SJ
> >
registered trademarks ofEducational Testing Service.

gave a benefit concert for the rain

forest.
EAC Secretary Fran Way said,
crowded as we'd
hoped, but we still had fun. I
think more people would have
come if we hadn't been crossbooked with Miracle Legion and
Buffalo Tom."
Way also pointed out the extreme wastefu Iness of destroy i ng
the rain forests because the land,
after being cleared, cannot really
be productive.
According to the Rain Forest
Action Network, most of the nutrients of the forests are in the
biomass, vegetation that lies
above the ground, therefore the
soil is not ideal for agriculture.
"It wasn't as

An everlasting evening for heathens,
spooks, and spirits-.-let the infernal
beat possess you--missing this party
would be a sin...

Grand Prize

9' P/t"
\u25a0 KX

O'Connell House, The Dilemmas

100.00 cash
3rd (Prize
Saturday v.i.p. membership
to paradise

Win Free Prizes

Boston
Sheraton Boston Hotel

On Wednesday, October 23 at

weekendfor two
ZndPrize

...

At The Boston College <J> Station
Open Hours: Daily from 7am to Midnight
Tel: 254-6499

preservation.

Ist 'Prize
slq

Market

Another petition addressed the
president of the Conica Corporation, who plans todrill for oil in
theEquadorial rainforest. A third
petition advocated passage of the
Adams Bill, a progressive bill on
the floor of the Senate that encourages biodiversity.
This facet of Rain Forest Week
is important, according to Flynn,
"because it gives people outlets
and opportunities to do something about the problem."
T-shirts encouraging environmental kindness and .awareness
were on sale throughout the
week. The proceeds from these
sales in addition to any donations received, will benefit the
Adopt-a-Rain Forest program,
who's goal is to raise funds in
order to buy rain forest land for

Harper Flynn said, "It's always a
good sign when people see the
table and stop to ask questions."
Petitions to be sent to Washington D.C. were also available
for signing by BC students. One
was a protest against the actions
of the president of the Mitsubishi
Corporation, who owns subsidiary companies that participate
in deforestation in Asia.
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FIRE?

FLOODED?

HATE YOUR ROOMMATES?
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HOMELESS?

I

For Second Semester and/or Summer

I

Seriously, newly renovated 2nd floor
appartment of Big Happy House.

I

° full Bathrooms
2
°New polished wood floors
° ireplace
F
°Washer & Dryer
°Free parking

I

I
I

I
I
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1 block from Chansky's and Comm. Ave.
3 blocks from Citysides and Clevland Circle

I
I

I

I
I

Subletting 1 Beautiful, Sunny, Spacious
Bedroom for 1 or 2 girls
RENT NEGOTIABLE!
MEG 232-9072
SUE 277-5297
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Tuition hike protesters fail to prove point
ByEDCANUEL

jm few weeks ago, I saw
f\ some people sprawled
*\u25a0 out on the Dustbowl.
They were laying on
the grass, and their eyes were
covered with pennies. Above
them, a sign declared the reasoning behind their seemingly inane
motives.
They were protesting the exorbitant tuition for which BC is so
famous (infamous). I sat by them,
and soon learned the rationale
for their gripes. Moreover, I
viewed some of the 'interesting'
reactions BC students and faculty
alike gave the protestors.
Some of the protestors explained their motives. Christopher Mullaney, a junior, explained that people should not
be passive on all issues. He declared, "It's important for people
to take a stand."
Fran Stewart, another junior,
wanted to make known that not
all students are apathetic on issues involving the BC community.
She stated, "We are concerned
abouttuition here. It is a hardship
for our parents to send us here.
They're breaking their backs to
help us."
One student revealed a dilemma she is facing. She explained how her parents were
confronting the problem of affording next semester, and accordingly, the 1992-93 year. She
was also quick to explain that
Financial Aid has helped her with
a scholarship. Yet, she wonders if
the Administration thinks students
are just passively sitting by,
oblivious to the recent tuition
-»

hikes.

As I stayed with these protestors, I saw many varying

reactions from the students and
faculty who walked by. Some
reacted positively.
One female student, sizing
up the situation, stated, "It's
nice to see somebody actually
care about something at this
school."
Another person grabbed a
book and sat down with the
protestors, knowing none of
the participants personally. The
majority of onlookers, however, took the protest as merely
a joke, as nothing more than a
means to garner personal attention.
A girl giggled, "This is just
really funny...really funny."
One man looked and stopped,
saying sarcastically "What a

great way to use your time!"
Perhaps the most disturbing
comment came from two older

people, identifying themselves as
allegedly working for Financial Aid.
They declared, "Come talk to us at
Financial Aid...we'll give you all a
lot of sympathy!" With that trite
comment, they both erupted in
laughter.
I asked the protestors what they
thought of these comments from
the BC community. All found the
majority of the comments discouraging. One student was angered by
the apathy of students. In his
opinion, "Other schools have students who get involved in things.
For some here, 'daddy' pays for
everythingand people have no need
to get involved. Tuition is pretty far
removed from them." Another student spoke of how "people here at
BC sit back and all the time, not

BOXING CLUB
Introductory Meeting
Tuesday October 29
Gasson 207 7:00 pm

taking an active voice. I'm worried at the lack of involvement
here."
The protest, itself, lasted about
two hours on that Thursday afternoon. One could argue that if it
had lasted two days, it would
have made no difference.
The participants in the protest
are thinking of making it a weekly
event, if they can rally enough

Perhaps the most annoying fact

is that most indifferent students
are seemingly unaware of the

sacrifices their parents have made.
If the University is completely
engulfed in this atmosphere, I
strongly bel ieve certain issues will
never be discussed, challenged,
or even thought about. That
would, in all counts, be a crime.
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ALL SAINTS DAY

Two Places
lb Call For Help
With The New
LSAT:

MASS SCHEDULE

1. Stanley H. Kaplan

2. Dial-A-Prayer
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1991
St. Joseph's Chapel

12:00 noon

Newton Chapel

12:00 noon

St. Mary's Chapel

11:00 am
12:00 noon
5:00 pm

St. Ignatius
(upper church)

X

f

J'fj-

II

12:15 pm
4:00 pm
5:30 pm
7:30 pm

The new LSAT course. For the new LSAT

f STANLEY HL KAPLAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

We offer prep courses for the PSAT SAT ACT LSAT. GMA'K CJRK,
MCAT and twelve other tests at over ISO locating worldwide.

Classes Starting Now
Call 1-800 KAP-TEST
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Capital Gains Soft dollar Yield Curve
Interest Rates
Stoek
Bloek Sale Futures

Arbitrage
Earnings

HEIGHTS

BUSINESS

Heights Business
meeting will be held
with News meeting
at 4:00 pm on
Monday.

Alumni discuss careers after BC
By BARBIE STEELE
"You are your only limit in
what you can do," stated BC
alumni James F. Lanigan during
a lecture on getting jobs after BC.
Many students are concerned
with the unavailability of corporate careers due to their lack of

technical skills. Cheri Paulson

andJamesF. Lanigan, BCalumni

of the school of Arts and Sciences, encouraged students
when they spoke of their successful business careers.
Paulson gave tips on what corporations look for in an employee. Paulson obtained a masters in counseling from BC in
1982, and she presently works at
Keystone Associates as an
outplacement consultant (giving

Stock
of the

Week

interviews to people recently unemployed). She is a firm believer
in developing internships for jobs.
She acquired her position
through "trial by error." Paulson
said, "It is important to identify
with people in the fields that interest you." The first person that
Paulson identified with was

sire."
In addition, she looks for com-

munication skills. Paulson said,
"I want to see if you can convince meon a concept." Paulson
then asks herself, "Do I like this
person?" She tries to review a
person's values and work ethics

a response. "Most importantly,"
Pau Ison said, "make sure that you

have examples and stories ready
toconvincean interviewer ofyour
credibility."
Lanigan is an account executive for Lucas Management
Systems. Lanigan graduated in

a headhunter
person that
recruits others
to fit a posi-

(a

tion in a corpora t i on ).
Paulson responded to an
ad in the pa-

cal skills, Lanigan pursued hisfirst
job in the corporate world as a

defense contractor.

He said, "I found a mentor as
soon as I came into the business
world and I latched on to him."
Then Lanigan decided to go back
to school after 14 years to obtain
an MBA. A part of
Lanigan'sjobisto
go to other companies and advise
them on how to
manage their operati on s.
Lanigan said,
"Handling presidents of corporations is no different than handling
an eighth grader."
He still uses a lot
of the skills he
gained through
13
of
years
teaching. Lanigan
said, "Flexibility
and the ability to
rebound are important qualities
employer
an
looks for."

per
and
worked as a
recruiter for
eight years.
Initially,
Paulson had
no technical
skills for her
position. She
eventually acquired these
skills through
on the job experience.
HEIGHTS PHOTO/ANME FRANCESCHET

Stock: Marvel Entertainment
Price: 41
Symbol: MRV
Exchange: NYSE
P/E Ratio: 32.4
Dividend: Nil
EPS 1992: $1.70 est.
Marvel Entertainment is the
Leading publisher of comic
books with a 60 percent market
share. Among MRV's 80
monthly issues are Spider Man,

Captain America, X-Man,
Fantastic Four, Hulk, Silver
Surfer, and Iron Man.
MRV has a combined
circulation of over BJS million
and has publication licenses in
30 countries. Sales in the first
six months of 1991 were $42

million versus $35.4 million last
year. MRV said its recent
strength in sales were "favorably affected by the unprecedented success of two new
monthly issues: X-Force and XMan. Demand for comic books
appears to be inelastic, and
MRV plans to raise prices
roughly 25 cents an issue next
year.
MRV shares were offered to
the public at 16 1/2 in July.
Since the offering, traders have
warmed to the notion that
children of the baby-boom
generation are just entering
their prime comic-reading
years. MRV strengthened its
position against its strongest
competitor, D.C Comics, by
recently acquiring the movie
rights to Spiderman. A
successful movie could generate
big licensing fees from toy
companies that may line up to
produce Spiderman merchandise tied to the movie's release.
Stock of the Week choosen by
Joseph Glasman

BC alumni stress experience and finding a career
Paulson
job
of
said
searching,
"There is a theme or a pattern in as well as theamount of business
yourself and you must figure out exposure a person has had.
where that pattern fits in the corPaulson asks her interviewer
porate world."
for examples of responsibility and
As a previous headhunter,
leadership; she keeps aware of a
Paulson knows exactly what an
person's ability to ask good
interviewer is looking for in apquestions during the interview.
plicants for jobs. Paulson said, "I
Finally, Paulson tests a person's
first tried to get a read on the "follow thru" by giving them a
person's determination and despecific date to telephone her for

that suits your lifestyle

as the most

1971 from the BC School of Education. He went directly into
teaching for 13 years and managed a landscaping and construction company on the side.
Lanigan said of his previous
job, "I got a wake up call and
suddenly I realized after 1 3 years
that this was not what I wanted to
do anymore." So with no techni-

important.

Laniganalsosaid,
"If the interviewer
does not like you
within the first three minutes you
might as well leave, because it is
a waste of your time."
Both Paulson and Lanigan
stressed finding a career that suits
your personality, no matter what
your education in school may
have been. Once you have figured
out what you really want to do,
then go for it 100 percent.

BOSTON COLLEGE OFFICE PAPER RECYCLING PROGRAM
Recycling involves three steps: seperate, process, and return to
manufacture.
Students and faculty at BC are involved in the first step: to separate the
recyclable paper from the rest of the waste material. Recently, there have
been changes in recycling at BC which will be covered in the next issue of
The Heights.
Unacceptable Materials
Acceptable Materials
White paper
Colored paper
Computer paper
Stationary & Letterhead
Business forms
Tablet Sheets
Tab cards
machine copies
Envelopes without windows

White/manilla folders
NCR paper
Glossy, slick papers
Self-adhesive notes
Desk calenders
Graph paper
Junk mail
Adding machine paper

Photographic paper
Fax paper
Ground wood

Newspaper
Brown paper
Hanging folders
Plastics
Styrofoam
Napkins & cups
Magazines
Food plates
Waxed paper
Bound books
Gummed labels
Carbon paper
Phone books
Cardboard
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Alpha Preferred Stock
Globalizatiion
Tender Offer Stop Loss order Sinking Fund
Elasticity Hedging
Clearinghouse
Acid Test Ratio
Dollar-weighted Return
Treasury Bill
Current Ratio
Initial Public Offering
Yield To Maturity
Effective Yield
Fourth Market

BOSTON MBA FORUM ATTRACTS
BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENTS
Boston held its MBA FORUM last Friday
and Saturday at 57 Park Plaza Hotel.
Ten thousand prospective MBAs are
expected to attend MBA Forums this Fall. They

will receive firsthand information about Master
of Business Administration (MBA) degrees from
representatives of 180 national and

international schools.
Sponsored by the Graduate Management
Admission Council (GMAC), the MBA Forums
have the twofold purpose of helping individuals
to determine whether the MBA degree would be
useful to them and, if so, to identify the
schools that will best fit their needs.
Workshops on admissions procedures,
curricula, career planning, and job search
/strategies are available in addition to the
general forum sessions. Educational and career
experts will make panel presentations and
answer questions from attendants.

Educational Loan Information
The following are state regulated educational loans available at any banking institution. Some of
these loans are available for students wanting to go to graduate level programs.

ALLIANCE : An Alliance loan is the simplest and most convenient way for many students and their families to finance a college education. Alliance offers the following
benefits:
1. Sizeable loan amounts of up to $20,000 per year ($BO,OOO cumulative maximum).
2. Flexible interest-only payments while the student is in school.
3. An easy to complete application and a fast loan approval process.
4. Your choice of a variety of long payment terms. With Alliance, the student is always one
of the borrowers and thus begins to establish a credit history. A parent or other creditworthy individual is frequently a co-borrower. The Alliance interest rate is variable and is
equal to the bank's base rate plus two percent. Loan approval is based on the applicant's
ability to repay the loan rather than on a complex needs analysis formula.
STAFFORD : Stafford Loans (formerly GSLs) are made directly to students. Applicants
must first complete a Financial Aid Needs Analysis form to prove financial needs for this
loan. The student's school makes the final determination of eligibility. Students may
borrow up to $2,625 per year as freshmen and sophomores, $4,000 as juniors and seniors,
and $7,500 per year as graduate students. The interest rate is eight percent for the first four
years of repayment and 10 percent thereafter. The federal government pays the interest
while the student is in school.
PLUS : The plus loan is a loan for parents of undergraduate and graduate students. Up to
$4,000 per year may be borrowed on behalf of each student. Loan approval is based on the
creditworthiness of the applicants. The interest rate is adjusted annually and will not
exceed twelve percent. Principal and interest payments usually begin immediately, although some principal deferments may apply.
SLS : The Supplemental loan for Students (SLS) is for independent undergraduate and
graduate students. The maximum annual loan is $4,000. Loan approval is based on the
student's credit history. The interest rate is adjusted annually and will not exceed 12
percent. Interest may be paid quarterly, or added to the loan balance, while the student is in
school. Full repayment begins when the student leaves school.

For additional information call 1-800-637-6007.

Source: Bank of Boston

Life insurance industry terminally ill?
CEO of New England Investment Co. feels industry is healthy
By MARGIE TYLER
Heights Senior Business Writer
As member of the Peter F.
Drucker Chair in Management
Sciences Seminars, Ralph Verni
last Tuesday addressed the
question, "Should we be worried about the life insurance
companies?" Mr. Verni is executive vice president of New
England Mutual Life Insurance
Company, as well as president
and CEO of the New England
Investment Companies, overseeing the investment subsidiaries of the company. He first
approached this question by
giving a brief overview of the
insurance industry, and then,
he compared it to the banking
industry.
The insurance industry collects over $74.5 billion in premiums annually and services
over 80 percent of the US population. With litigation the way it
is in the United States, people
and companies can not afford
not to carry it.
Verni began by making a
strong point about the insurance industry, citing the growth
rate over the past ten years, from
$432 billion in 1980 to $1.4
trillion in 1990. As the industry
gets larger, it will be able to
diversify risk and have more
stable returns. Adding to the
strength of these numbers is the
fact that 90 percent of the assets
of the large insurers are over
five million dollars.
In the 1980s, Verni explained
that the insurance industry di-

versified their traditional life insurance from being composed
of 82 percent whole life premiums and 18 percent term life
premiums, to including whole
life premiums-56 percent, term
life premiums-12 percent, universal life premiums-24 percent,
and variable-8 percent.
What these numbers mean is

that diversification in products
will benefit the risk of each company. The new universal life premium acts like a money market
fund, with an explicit investment
rate and yields guaranteed for a
year, while the new variable

began connectingthe insurance
industry situation to the Savings and Loans failures. Verni
focused in on clearing this misconception through compari-

(good) rating 1eve1...."
At the year end 1990, 81 percent of i nsurance companies were
AA and above, compared to only
20 percent of the banks in the
United States. As an industry, insurance has a AA rating, along
with electrical equipment, pharmaceuticals, and the telephone
industry. "There are no AAA in-

sons with the banking industry.
One of the most important
points that he made and continually referred to was a recent
quote from Moody's that stated,
"the average life insurance ratings will not fall below the A

dustries and if the lowest that we
might go is A, that is not bad.
People perceive downgrading as
being highly negative," stated
Verni.
An important advantage that
the insurance industry has over

covers investment risk. "A lot of

this has to do with the driving
force of interest rates," said
Verni.
In the late 1980s, the public

the banking is their restrictions
on real estate loans. "Most insurance companies will only loan
on buildings that are built and
being leased versus banks that
loan out before construction has
begun."
Another advantage by law, in
most states, is that insurance
companies must have a 75 percent loan-to-value ratio at the
time the loan is made.
One of the most critical industry advantages is the insurance company's ability to diversify geographically. "So goes the
region, so goes the bank," reminded Verni, "while national
coverage is very important for
insurance companies."
Some other advantages are the
industry's equity investments,
"which help diversify their risk,"
asset management, flexibility in
payouts, and their liquidity,
"which is historically good, because of assets that can be converted into cash very quickly."
Verni ended the seminar by
answering the question, "Should
we be worried about the life insurancecompanies?" with a NO.
"The companies," said Verni,
"are very aware of all the volatility involved in today's economic
and financial world and are more
careful than ever when granting
loan requests, consulting with
their clients, and reacting to the
constantly changing circumstances.

Overall, Verni feels that "the
industry is healthy and more
stable and prepared for what is
happening today."
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Seniors prepare for life after graduation...
By MAURA KELLY

Heights Associate Editor
Providing more support and
positive images for seniors
throughout the many transitional
experiences that occur during
senior year is the focus of Boston
College's Senior Year Experience
program.
The Associate Dean for Student Development, Ann F. Morgan, developed the program in

October 1990 as a research
project to gather more information regarding the experiences of
senior year. Seniors were gathered in groups of no more than
six people todiscuss issues which

currently face them, as well as
those that may arise in thefuture.

"I decided to do it because we
wanted to try and get a better
understanding of the experience
seniors have in their final year of
college. In understanding the

LEGAL DEFENSE
Representation for Serious Problems
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Experienced Young Attorneys
Law Offices of C. Leland Davis
(617)720-5599
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1222 Commonwealth Ave.
566-9014

Great Scott Gossip
Have you heard about...

COLLEGE NIGHT
DANCE PARTY
Every Wednesday
Our new DJ wiil make you dance till
you drop

FREE ADMISSION
Don't Miss Our
Homecoming Special
Watch the scoreboard during the
game for details

Celebrate this weekend in our almost
newly renovated lounge. Our
mixmasters will serve you the finest
liquors, not to mention

$1.00
BUSCH BOTTLES
Must be 21 and show a proper ID to
our friendly doormen. Or else.

experience of senior year, we
want to provide more support
and guidance in the transition
seniors go through in preparing
to leave BC," Morgan said.
Morgan explained thatshe had

become acutely awareof the need
for such a program in recentyears.
Several seniors had approached
her to discuss such issues, and
the conversations continued for
two to three hours.
"I realized that there was no
forum or opportunity to sit with
people who have already graduated and made these decisions.
Seniors have one another to talk
to, but not someone older to
bounce ideasoff of," Morgan said.
Morgan is working on the program with Mary Singer, the ODSD
office supervisor and Kelli
Armstrong, a graduate student.
The program is continuing this
year with focus groups of six or
eight, meeting once in the fall
and/or spring semester. Trained
group leaders meet with the

groups in the students' on or offcampus home for one hour.
At these meetings, the following
five questions are discussed: "How
do you view your senior year?";
"What are some of the issues on
your mind as you move through
this last year of college?"; "What

partsofthe BCenvironmentdoyou
find supportive to your preparation
for life beyond BC?"; "What do you
find missing from your education
or in your life as you prepare for life
beyond BC?"; "What are you
looking forward to after graduation
from BC?".
The idea behind thefocus group
sessions is to provide some answers to questions, allay any particular fears, develop a senior perspectiveon thefinal year in college
and start a conversation among
seniors regarding these issues. The
intent is that these conversations
will continue after the focus group
has initially met.

The results of the report

on

last

year's program, entitled On Being

BIHH

a Senior, were both expected

and unexpected.
Seniors mentioned the finality of their BC experience. They
viewed everything in terms of
the "last" time that they could
participate. Seniors wanted to
savor every moment of their
last year at BC, while wishing
that they still had more time to
spend here.
Relationships, friendships
and saying good-bye were issues seniors spent much time
discussing. The importance of
bonding closer wjth current
friends and maintaining those
friendships after graduation was
stressed in the report.
"The'college is forever'feeling disappears and is replaced
by 'gotta get packin'. In the
middle of all these emotional
experiences seniors still need
to be responsible to complete
academic tasks and more importantly, make decisions regarding the direction of their
lives after college," the report
said.
The inevitable pressure and
fear of obtaining a job was also
mentioned. Some seniors felt
sad and scared that graduation
was approaching. Pressure to
make future life decisions and
the need to enjoy themselves
socially to the greatest extent
were in constant imbalance.
Seniors valued their BC education and described the faculty
as "supportive and interested
in student issues and concerns."
Continued on next page.
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...Capstone seminars confront future fears
Continued from previous page.
Yet other students expressed
disappointment in not having
more contact with faculty members outside the classroom, and
with the faculty advisement program.
Many seniors mentioned the
lack of knowledge in money
management and practical life
skills, such as balancing a budget, buying a car, taxes and insurance.
It is this sense of community
which Morgan feels needs to be

expanded.
"Seniors have a great sense and
reality of community and friendships at BC. We want to expand
this community to include faculty, administrators and young
alumni. Seniors focus on negative images instead of positive
ones. With more interaction with
faculty, administrators and young
alumni, we can give more positive views," Morgan said.
She has discovered that the

senior year experience needs to
be framed to promote more positive images and structures. Seniors must not be protected from
the fear and anxiety of senior
year, but many must change their
negative view of their last year at
college.
"When the meaning of senior
year changes, the negative behaviors, fears and inability to look
ahead with a positive face will
also change," Morgan said.
Programs have been developed
to discuss various issues facing
seniors. Co-sponsored by Office
of the Dean for Student Development and theCareer Center, these
programs, titled From Backpack
to Briefcase, will begin on November 4, and will include topics of career goals, parental pressure, graduate school decisions,
interviewing tips, volunteer opportunitiesand youngalumni experiences.
Morgan said, "Through these
programs, seniors can talk to
young alumni and better under-

MOWEEWGHT
.Donee the night

.way

la th. rhythm of

CHNTHRES' BAND
.Prizes will be awarded to:

ence.

The final result of last year's
program is that participating seniors have entered into a wider
community with faculty and administrators. The program created more opportunities to bring
them outof their own tightly knit
communityexperience. Through

such informational programs, focus groups, and Capstone seminars, stronger images of hope and
confidence toward thefuture will
be developed.
"I feel it is a very exciting program. I really feel committed to
provide support and guidance to
seniors as they prepare to leave
Boston College and join alumni.
I think the conversations that we
have with them now can be very

Heartsaver CPR Class
(for students)

Thursday, November 7
Keyes South
Newton Campus
Infirmary Lounge
6 PM-10 PM
Fee $10.00
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four crucial areas of life: work,
relationships, free time and the
search for the purpose of exist-

stand what lies ahead of them."
This year, the University has
developed Capstone seminars.
These courses are for academic
c red it and they add ress, "the hopes
and fears that seniors face but
seldom find treated in traditional
courses. It relates the life and
learning of the past four years to
the life and learning ahead," according to the course brochure.
Capstone seminars integrate
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A. A mountain chain.
B. A spring break.
The answer is both. Appalachia Volunteers
is a student-run group that sends over 150 students

during Spring Break to the most impoverished areas
of the Appalachia region. The week is spent
assisting local communities, while at the same time
learning to grow more fully with each other in a
i(

"retreat" atmosphere. So please sign up now if you
haven t already. A reminder to members: raffle
groups will be assinged this week.

I

Next meeting: W<&faes<dlay 9 Oeit, 3©
7:00 p.m. / Walsh Bth fl. lounge
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Boston College
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Health

Doing shots can be a lethal experience
quor) in rapid succession within
a short period of time.

By CONNIE McCASKILL, Health

Educator

Health professionals and others are concerned that th is pattern
of behavior is not taken seriously
enough by those who imbibe.
The consequences of this type of
drinking not only exceed its
popularity, but also have the
potential for causing a lifethreatening emergency.

University Health Services

Everybody knows the word
"shot" means the use of a syringe
and needlefor injections into the
body. On college campuses the
phrase "doing shots" means to
drink alcohol 3, 4, 5, 6, or 10
"jiggers" (3/4 oz. of straight li-
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It is well-established that in
drinking alcohol the number of
jiggers, the rateof consumption,
body weight and food consumption are directly proportionate to the percent BAC
(Blood Alcohol Concentration).
Behavioral factors are also related. For example: based on
an average weight of 1 50 lbs., 1
jigger/hr. (0.02-0.03 percent

MM

B

causes feelings of relaxation;
(0.11-0.12 percent
jiggers/hr.
4
BAC) impair balance, speech, vision and hearing; 10 jiggers/hr.
(0.30 percent BAC) minimize
conscious control of mind and
body; and 14-17 jiggers/hr. (0.400.60 percent BAC) cause unconsciousness or death (from respiratory failure). "Doing shots" places
an individual into the latter two
brackets, which are classified as
medical emergencies.
Methods of treatment: because
"doing shots" saturates the blood
with alcohol and slows down
physiological functions, preventing
the death of an intoxicated person
from respiratory arrest becomes a
medical priority. A health professional at the "Ask- a- Nurse Service" of Newton Wellesley Hospital, a statewide network of informational services, states that
"emergency procedures are similar for most hospitals." Depending
upon the individual's medical
history and level of intoxication, it
was also stated that treatment cou Id
include: (1) blood analysis to determine BAC levels; (2) blood
pressure checks every 1 5-30 minutes; (3) intravenous infusion of
saline or glucose solution for hydration (restores body fluids); and/
BAC)

or (4) artificial ventilation-inserting a tube into the trachea and
connecting itto a respirator. Stom-

ach pumping is seldom used.
Additonal complications include: (1) vomiting with aspiration into the lungs; (2) head
injuries and fractures; and/or (3)
choking on food. Since alcohol
impairs sensory and motor functions, it is a major cause of motor
vehicle deaths (10,000 annually
for people between the ages of
16-40); it is also a leading cause
of violence contributing to rape,
homicide and suicide.
"Doing shots" is a form of drug
abuse. This high-risk behavior
does notyield positiveoutcomes.
Self-help is practically impossible,
and a friend's help can be detrimental (with the exception of
seeking medical help). To "sleep
it off," drink black coffee, take
cold showers, or "chase" it with
another drink is useless. This
level of alcohol intoxication is a
medical emergency which requires professional help and,
maybe, a shot or two.
Emergency services are provided by the Newton Campus
Infirmary, by St. Elizabeth's
Hosptial in Brighton and by
Newton-Wellesley Hospital in
Newton. All are open 24 hours.
Educational materials are available from University Health Services. ContactConnieMcCaskill,
Health Educator, 552-3225, or
call "Ask-A-Nurse" toll-free, 1-

It's Time to Book Thanksgiving!!!
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Personalized Trip Planning

AUTHORIZED CONTINENTAL and
NORTHWEST/AMERICAN EXPRESS AGENTS
Air Charters Eurail Group Flights
Our service does not increase your trip cost...
356 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brookline, MA 02146
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We'd like to show you a path
that often holds the greatest reward.

MANDARIN, SZECHUAN,

4 CANTONESE CUISINE
EXOTIC A CLASSIC
COCKTAILS
TAKE OUT SERVICE
HOME DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

WE NEVER COOK WITH
M.S.G.

965-6940

1870

Walnut St.. (oft Beacon St.)

Newton (Four Corners). Mass. 02159

Rewarding careers for people
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Down
the road a few years from now,
you're going to be glad you chose a
career path today that's right in the heart
of Boston. It's Northeastern University's
Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions-the smart choice
that leads to a greater reward for people
who really care.
The graduate programs offered by
Boston-Bouve College provide you with
a wide range of career opportunities in
health, sport, and leisure studies, rehabil<?
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Our faculty havereceived national and
international recognition for their research,
teaching and service to others and to
their profession. Boston-Bouve College
has well-established clinical affiliations
with some of Boston's leading medical,

educational and research facilities.
Study may lead to a master's degree,
certificate of advanced graduate study
(CAGS), or doctoral degree. Most programs are offered on a part-time as well

as full-time basis, combining classroom
theory with practical hands-on experience. Courses meet in the late afternoon
and early evening, so students can continue to work.
Graduate programs are offered in the
following areas:
Audiology

ClinicalExercise Physiology
College Student Personnel Work

Com£3£?

a
* counseling

Consulting Teacher of Reading

School Adjustment Counseling
School Psychology
speech-Language Pathology
Special Education

Teacher Preparation
Call (617) 437-2708, or writeGraduate
School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser
Hall, Northeastern University, Boston,
ma 02 H5. Because some of life's greatest
rewards come to thosewho care,

Counseling Psychology
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Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
Human Resource Counseling
Human Services Specialist
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management

RehabilitationCounseling
School Counseling
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When you visit BC
it's smart to stay at home
...like so many parents,
academics and friends who
have discovered the
convenience, comfort &
economy of our B&Bs in
Boston, Brookline, Newton.

Since 1982
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RAs candidly demonstrate The Art ofKissing
By DIANE VANKOSKI
Heights Assistant Copy Edtior
Lips smacked together, groans
of pleasure and chants of "Go,
Go, Go!"
emerged from
O'Connell House last Monday
at 8:00 pm.

Despite these sounds of inti-

macy, this was no typical BC
hook-up; it was an educational
experience.
O'Connell House was packed
with students eager to learn from
and laugh at eight brave students

who helped BC English professor
and author, Michael Christian,
explain and show everything you
could want to know about kissing.
Christian, who surveyed and
interviewed over 300 people
about the issue of puckering-up,
before publishinga book entitled
The Art of Kissing, bel ieves that
people tend to limit their options
when it comes to locking lips.
"There's a lot more to kissing
than you may initially expect,
said Christian in front of an
amused audience.
Many Americans may think
that the only two options for kiss"

ing are tongue or no tongue? But

$

according to Christian, there are
25 different ways people can
smooch.
Encouraging the audience to
"come up close to get a good
view," Christian had eight RA's
(four couples), give a how-to
demonstration on a variety, of
creative and international kisses.
One particular method demonstrated was "the eye kiss."
"It's a sentimental kiss where
you start with the lips and then
slowly kiss one eye and then the
other," explained Christian as the
kissers demonstrated with enthusiasm. Christian did note
however, "If they have contacts,
be extra careful!"
Through his candid research
interviews, Christian discovered
that one of the most erotic kisses
is "the neck kiss." Ninety-four
percent of women surveyed
thought that the neck was a highly
"exotic" area. Christian recommends that when giving a "neck
kiss," come up from behind your
partner, put your hands around
his or her waist, and then plant
one right on the neck.
Another kiss, the "candy kiss,"
occurs when one passes a tiny bit
of

eum or

candv from his

or

OPPORTUNITY OF THE 90'S

mouth to their kisser's mouth.
"It's very sweet," said Christian
to a semi-grossed-out audience.
"The teasing kiss," was recommended by Christian to put a
little spark back into a long and
comfortable relationship. "You
set up a rhythm?he kisses, then
she kisses, he kisses, then she
kisses, he kisses, then she kisses,
and then she pulls away," said
Christian.
To do "the long kiss," Christian
recommended forming a seal between the lips without breaking
contact, and breath through the
nose. The demonstrators did not
have enough time to try to beat
the world record of 417 hours for
one kiss.
Another unique kiss is "the

her

$

Do you need extra Money?
Are you interested in being your own
boss and making your own hours?
If you're open-minded, self-motivated and
answered "yes" to any of these questions,
then we need to talk about a phenominal
business opportunity.
For more info call: (617)576-9726

vacuum kiss." Onecandothisby
first forming a lip seal with their
partner. "Then, when your partner breathes out, you breath in
and suck all of the air out of their
lungs," explained Christian.
"When you're doing it," said
Christian, "you know something
weird is going on."
Christian and the volunteer
kissers demonstrated how people

"make-out"around theglobe. The

"French kiss" is for the advanced
kisser, the Asian kiss for the shy
kisser, the Eskimo kiss, the American kiss, and the Trobriand Islands kiss for the psycho kisser.
Christian called the American
kiss "//p-o-suction." This kiss
happens when the man sucks on
the woman's upper lip while the

woman sucks on the man's lower

lip.
The kissers were unable to
demonstrate the Trobriand Island kiss, performed by a tribe
in the South Pacific. Christian
insisted that it involves "nibbling
on the lips until they bleed," and
/'nibbling off each other's eye-

lashes."

The kissing RA's, who all
maintain platonic relationships
with their partners, appeared to
haveenjoyed donating their lips
for this educational demonstration. Kissing in front of a
whooping and hollering audience might make someone nervous but Christian praised their
efforts. "They did a great job."

An Admissions Officer

from

Case Western Law
School
students in
Gasson 105
Tuesday, October 29
at 2:00 pm

will

meet

Interested students should
sign up in Gasson 109

BOSTON COLLEGE

OFFICE OF
UNIVERSITY HOUSING
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
INFORMATION
1992
-Monday, November 4th

For Spring 1992 Positions
-November 18, 1991
For the 1992-1993 Academic Year
-December 6, 1991

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BECOMING
A BOSTON COLLEGE

RESIDENT ASSISTANT?
In order for you to learn more about the
Resident Assistant Position, the Office of
University Housing will be hosting
INFORMATION SESSIONS. These sessions
will be lead by members of the Residential
Life Staff who will answer questions
regarding the position and the process.
Please join us for one of the following:

INFORMATION SESSIONS
Must be a full-time junior, senior, or graduate student of
Boston College, in good academic standing, as of June 1,
1992.

MONDAY NOVEMBER 4
Cheverus Lounge 7:00 pm

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 5
The completion of an application, recommendations and
the Resident Assistant Awareness Program.

Walsh 7th Floor Lounge 7:00 pm

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 6
Roncalli Lounge 7:00 pm

THE OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY HOUSING
RUBENSTEIN HALL
BOSTON COLLEGE
CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02167
Attn: Robert O. Jose
Associate Director
Residential Life

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7
Edmonds Main Lounge 9:00 pm

APPLICANTS ARE STRONGLY
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND ONE OF THE
SCHEDULED SESSIONS.
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Pompeo Deßubeis
8.C.'90
Economics
Roxanne VaanAnen
Assistant Buyer
B.C. '90
Finance

Rose Joly
Senior Assistant Buyer
B.C. '88
Finance

HM

Marie Khoury
Assistant Buyer

Assistant Buyer

8.C.'90
Sociology

Lauma Cerlins
Assistant Buyer
8.C.'90

John Ventola

Marketing

Assistant Buyer
B.C. '90
Finance

EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
UPCOMING EVENTS

These Boston College gradutes were looking for a
challenging career that would draw on the skills and
knowledge acguired through four years of college. They
found it... A rewarding career that demands keen
intelligence; interpersonal savvy and a creative
entrepreneurial spirit. Thay chose retailing!

Representatives will be present to discuss our program
at the °P en House/Resume Day on Tuesday, October 29
at Shea Conference Room- Conte Forum from 10-4 pm

You should too "Get ready for May" by exploring the
opportunities available.

°Student Reception on Monday, November 4,1991 at the
School of Management Honors Commons.

Stop by and meet May Company representatives when
we visit Boston College.
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY IS A
FORBES 100 COMPANY, A RECGONIZED BUSINESS
LEADER KNOWN NATION-WIDE FOR IT'S SUPERB
EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM. A COMPANY
THAT'S STRONG, STABLE, AND HIGHLY
PROFITABLE. A COMPANY DESCRIBED BY FORTUNE
MAGAZINE AS "ONE OF THE MOST ADMIRED
|
CORPORATIONS IN THE COUNTRY."

°Speakers: Heywood Wilansky, President/Cheif
Executive Officer Filene's and William McNamara,
Senior Vice President and General Merchandise
Manager Filene's
[This presentation will discuss the May Department
Stores Company and the Buyeer career path. Arts and
Science students are encouraged to attend.
Interested in interviewing this fall? The Career Center
is NOW accepting resumes for interviews for our
Summer 1992 Executive Training Program.
[STOP by the Career Center today.

FILENE'S
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Heights Sports
Eagles march past Cadets, 28-17
Offensive attack headed by Chuckie Dukes' 148 yards
By KERRY HUGHES
Heights Sports Editor

WEST POINT, NY-The Eagles
marched intoMichieStadium like
a disciplined band of cadets
themselves on Saturday, and
when the battle was over BC
walked away with a 28-1 7 victory that was not nearly as close
as the score would indicate.
BC took a 28-0 advantage into
the fourth quarter, but lost the
shutout bid midway through
when Army fullback Callian
Thomas finished off a seventy-six
yard drive with a one yard run.
The BC starters took a breather
for most of the final quarter, and
the Cadets managed to score on
a safety when BC punter Bill
Kushner was unable to handle an
errant snap. Army would score
once more later in the quarter
when backup quarterback Devin
Hartfield scored on a seven yard
option with :40 to play, and proceeded to run for the two point
conversion for the 28-17 final.
"We practiced very hard this
week and prepared in a serious
way," explained Head Coach
Tom Coughlin, "We played very
well and the defense was able to
stop the number one wishbone
in the country."
It did not take the Eagles long
to get on the board, as they received possession at the Army
forty-one at 8:50 of the first after
a punt and a Cadet personal foul.
The BC running gamecame alive
with a balanced attack of Dwight
Shirley, Chuckie Dukes, and
David Green, bringing the ball to
the Army nineteen, whereupon
quarterback Glenn Foley hit tight
end Pete Klein with his first colle-

giate reception and touchdown.
Sean Wright nailed the point
after, and BC went ahead 7-0.
The Cadets came back with a
scoring threat on the following
series as quarterback Myeron
Williams nearly connected with
split end Monte Tomasino in the
endzone, but the play was bro-

ken up on a strong effort from
safety David Giunta.
Patmon Malcolm made an attempt at a thirty-eight yard field
goal, but the kick sailed wide.
BC ran wild the rest of the
game, led by the emergence of
tailback Chuckie Dukes who
rushed for a team season high of

Juco transfer Chuckie Dukes provided BC with

148

Ice Eagles
split in NY

Toppling the beast of the EAST
BC edges St. John's 2-1, in BIG EAST bout
After five consecutive road

matches, the BC men's soccer
team returned to a sunny Shea
Field Saturday to take on the BIG
EAST'S top dog, St. John's Uni-

versity.
Having faltered to a 1-4-1 BIG
EAST record so far this season,
BC is already out of the running
for a birth in post-season play.
However, as was confirmed
by Coach Ed Kelly, the team was
by no means out of fire, "We
wanted this game badly to show
people around the league just
how good a team we really are."
What transpired was a viciously fought, inspiring 2-1 Eagle
victory which brought an exuberant crowd to their feet and
backed Kelly'syear longdeclarations of how well his team could
really play.
The Red Men, ranked number
one in New York and in the top
twenty nationally, opened the
game with a long stretch of offen-

sive pressure. At the point of
attack were Sj's two Jamaican
phenoms, Huey Ferguson and
Carleton Carter.
The two used their uncanny
skills and track star speed to

The Eagles won their match with

teen following an Army punt,

and took off on an eighty-two
yardscoringdrive. Dukes began
the drive for BC with a twentysix yard run, later followed by a
sixteen yard pass to tight end
Pete Mitchell and a twelve yard
connection from Foley to Mark
HUGHES continued to p. 19

yards on the ground. His performance led to the Eagle's second win of 1991

Soccer

PAUL CANALORI
Heights Staff Writer

148 yards on seventeen carries
and one touchdown. With his
nineteen yard touchdown jaunt in
the second quarter Dukes became
the second of four Eagles to score
their first collegiate points Saturday.
Midway through the second,
BC took over from their own eigh-

threaten early, and often. Twice
Carter was able to streak by his
defender and rip a shot on goal.
Each time, however, BC goalCANALORI continued p. 20

A crushing 9-3 loss to Clarkson
on Saturday sent the Boston College Eagles home to Chestnut Hill
with a 1-1 record on the young
season.

They opened the 1991-92
campaign Friday night with a 3-2
win over St. Lawrence in Canton,

Inside:
-Water Polo team
nearing the Top
Twenty

N.Y.

The Eagles jumped to an early 10 lead Saturday when junior Ron
Pascucci scored at 5:30 of thefirst.
Clarkson proceeded to score
nine unanwered goals on BC's
freshmen goaltending duo of Josg
Singewald and Michael Sparrow.
The Eagles cut the deficit to six
with two late powerplay goals by
senior Jason Rathbone and freshman Ryan Haggerty.
BC was more on track Friday as
Singewald made 18 saves in the
third period to defeat St. Lawrence.
Singewald, starting in place of
the suspended Scott LaGrand,
made 36 saves on the night.
The Saints opened scoring in the
first on a Brian Kapellor goal. The
Eagles tied it up in the same period
when freshman Mike McCarthy
scored on a dipping wrist shot.
Freshman Todd Hall gave BC
the lead in the first, junior Marc
Beran's unassisted short-handed
goal in the second proved to be the
game winner.
-J.P. PLUNKETT

-Women's hoop
preview
-Profiles with
tackle Dan
Britten and BIG
EAST tennis
champ Pam
Piorkowski

-Preview of
Homecoming
game with
Pittsburgh
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Water Polo

Face to Face
with
Joe Tessitore
HARALAMBOUS
Heights Staff Writer
inBoston
WZBC,
volved with

Joe Tessitore became

summers as a color commentator for the Albany Firebirds of
the Arena Football League.

Heights: When did you first

want to get involved in sports

broadcasting?

I

Tessitore: When I was extremely young. My father's best
friend was Scott Murray. He
was a local sportscaster at the
NBC affiliate. He was someone
I looked up to. He ended up
making it very big, and is now
the sports director of the NBC
[affiliate down in Dallas, TX.
He was the one who got me
into it at a very young age.

Heights: What have been some
of your personal sports highlights at BC?

Tessitore: From a broadcaster's
point of view, it would have to
be a couple of weeks ago at

Penn State. Having 96,000
people under your feet as you're
calling that final play of that
Penn State-BC game. Even
though the pass fell incomplete
and BC lost, just knowing
there's no t.v. broadcast back
in Boston and all these people
are listeningtoyourevery word,
that's a really big rush.

Heights: Other highlights...

Tessitore: Being a broadcaster
at BC the past few years has

been a very humbling experience, because there has been
so much losing. But when you
do get those wins, they're so
much sweeter.Last year against
West Virginia, going down
there and watching BC blow
them away-that was a great
feeling. Any win is a great
feeling, and they've been so
hard to come by.

Heights: Who have been some
of your favorite athletes to
watch the past few years?

I

Tessitore: It's been fun broadcasting with (BC tight end) Mark
Chmura in the game. I like
highlighting a guy like Mark
Chmura, because he's the type
that gets the hype, the preseason All-American honors,
and actually lives up to it. You
know he's backing up the hype.
He's been one of the most exciting players I've watched the
last few years.

By BRIAN BENNETT
Heights Staff Writer
How many people know that
Boston College has a men's water polo team?
Okay, how many people know
that Boston College has a pool?

By GEORGE

College's student radio station,
his first day in Chestnut Hill,
when he "walked right in there
and said I'm going to be a sports
caster."
A native ofAlbany, NY and a
graduate of Christian Brothers
Academy, Tessitore is the sports
director of WZBC. Tessitore, a
junior in the Carroll School of
Management, can be heard
doing play-by-play during BC
football games. Tessitore's indepth knowledge of the Eagles
comes through during his
broadcasts, as he is one of the
real experts on BC football.
Tessitore spent the past two

BC battling odds in
splashing way to the top

WZBC's "Tess" Tessitore

Heights: What is the average
BC sports fan who doesn't listen to WZBC missing?

Tessitore: ZBC might not conform to the typical student radio show format. ZBC doesn't
really play what the average
BC student wants to hear. So
the sports department is a type
of outlet for those students. We
consider ourselves to be very
good as far as college broadcasters go. It's guys like Bob
Wischusen and Todd Gervasini
that make it great. Bob's our
main hockey guy and Todd
does a lot of football with me.
We make each other better

Heights: Who are some of the
best athletes you've seen from
BC's opponents?
Tessitore: With the schedule
BC has, you really get to see
some great ones. Your average
Tuesday night in Big East basketball, you can be calling
Alonzo Mourning's name.
You're doing a post-game interview with Billy Owens. In
football, interviewing Joe
Paterno after a game. It's just
awesome.

Heights: The football team
looks like it will have another
losing record this year...
Tessitore: So what. It doesn't
matter. You have to see the
progression from week to week
with a new coaching staff and
a whole new system. The progression is there. Sometimes
it's on offense, sometimes it's
on defense. They just have to
get it all together in one week.
They're heading in the right
direction though.

Heights: What do you think of
BC quarterback Glenn Foley?
Tessitore: He's going to be a
great one. Sometimes people
put him down because he has
thrown quite a few interceptions. But he's a young, strongarmed quarterback-- and
young, strong-armed quarterbacks throw interceptions. He's
learning. He'll be there, believe
me. If you can't see how good
he's going to be, then you're
blind.

Heights: How do you see the
future of BC athletics?
Tessitore: (BC athletic director)
Face to Face continued p. 20

polo is a 30 meter, all deep pool.
Here at BC the pool is a 25 meter,
all shallow pool. This is toughfor
the team both in terms of practice
and recruiting.
The practices have to be
adapted so that they can spend
some time in the shallow, 25
meter pool, and also some time
in the deep, diving pool. Recruiting is almost non-existent.
BC's main water polo competition is Harvard and Brownschools with first-class pool fa-

Well they happen to have both-a men's water polo team that is
on the verge of being ranked in
the Top Twenty in the country,
and a pool that is too small, too
shallow, and too crowded for
that of a Division One school.
cilities.
The team has a record of 1 2-7
BC's facilities have little to oflast
and have won nine of their
fer potential recruits.
12 games. They have been on a
Head Coach Gerry Moss is in
role lately and seem to be comhis second year here at BC and he
ing together at just the right time. believes that now that men's
The New England Regional water polo is a fully funded, DiviTournament is this upcoming sion One varsity sport, the proweekend (Nov 1,2,3 at Brown gram will continue to grow and
University). A victory there would
get stronger.
earn BC a trip to the Eastern
"Last year we were talented,
Regionals and a guaranteed Top but it was my first year as coach
Twenty ranking.
and we needed adjustment. I was
easily
to more of an advisor. This year I
Success has not come
the team, as they have had to knew what our talent was and
overcome adversity all season these guys just have a great work
long. Boston College does not ethic. They know they can win
have a pool that is suitable for
and they are starting to play like
is
forced
polo,
so
the
team
it," said Moss.
water
pool
and
The team is led by tri-captains
to practice in a smaller
play all of their games away.
Stephen Dore, Maarten Kraaij
The proper size pool for water Vanger, and Leigh Utterback.

These three seniors, alongwith
the other twelve players, have
helped to turn around the water
polo program here at BC. Their
record in 1988 was 6-1 3, in 1989
it was 7-12, in 1990 it was 8-11,
and now in 1991 it is 12-7'.
The team has beaten several
nationally ranked teams, such as
lona, Harvard, and UMass., and
three of their seven losses have
come by only one goal.
This impressive record deserves some respect, and maybe
now the team can get some as
they are in the midst of making a
run at the New England Regional
title.
Slowly but surely this "West
Coast Preppy Sport" is beginning
to catch on here at BC.
The team is having a tremendous year and is in a good position right now to gain a bid to the
Eastern Regionals with a good
showing at the New Englands.
Coach Ross believes that it
wou Id be a needed extra boost to
the team to have some fan support at Brown this weekend.
So anyone who wants to cheer
on a nationally ranked Boston
College team can make the journey to Providence, Rl.

IF©©TOAIIL
BC vs. Pittsburgh
Saturday, November 2

12:00
Come on out and help cheer the Eagles past
BIG EAST foe Pittsburgh in the annual
Homecoming football game.
**************

ALSO AT THE HEIGHTS:
Volleyball vs. Connecticut; Friday,
7

Men's Soccer vs. Providence;
Wed, 7:30
-Blue Chips of Boston College-
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Eagles cruise past Cadets
Chmura, bringing the ball to the

Chmura all contributed, setting
up a one yard run for Green to
finish it off with his first career

Army twenty-one.
Green carried two yards be-

score.
BC took a 21-0 lead into half-

fore Dukes let go with a nineteen
yard touchdown run, dancing
through three tackles on his way.
"I haven't gotten the ball much
this year, but when you get the
chance you have to do what you
can do and I guess today was my
day," reflected Dukes.

time, the first time Army's wishbone offense had been held
scoreless in the first half all sea-

BC_ARMY con. from p. 17

The Eagles would score once
more before the end of the first
half in a drive from their own
twenty-five. The offense was well
balanced on this one, as Dukes,
Green, Darnell Campbell, and

son.

The Eagles wasted no time getting back in the game at the start
of thethird quarter, as they scored
on their first possession.
Foley set the score up, assisted
by the running attack, with a sixteen yard toss to Keith Miller,
bringing BC to the Army thirtyfour, and a fourteen yard pass to
Klein.
Campbell rushed for the first

down on third and four from the
Army eleven with a nine yard

gain, and followed with his first
touchdown on second and one
from the one yard line, togivethe
Eagles a wide 28-0 lead.
The Eagles got a bit of a scare in
the first half when fullbacks
Dwight Shirley and Scott Murphy
both went down with what wou Id
be minor injuries, however,
Campbell was able to fill their
spots when he was needed.
"Darnell Campbell really
stepped up for us today," noted
Coughlin, "He played well and
did a good job."
We did the things we had to do
on both sides of the ball today,
and we all needed the win."

Football Notebook
BC
vs.
ARMY
FIRST TIMERS- Chuckie Dukes, Darnell Campbell, Pete
Klein, and David Green joined the ranks of first timers to
the endzone this season, increasing the team total to
eight, as fullback Scott Murphy, flanker Keith Miller, tight
end Pete Mitchell, and fullback Dwight Shirley had
previously notched their first touchdowns earlier this
season.

ON THE RUN
Dukes broke into the running attack
against Army, rushing for a team season high ofl4B yards
on seventeen carries, marking the third consecutive game
an Eagle has broken the 100 yard plateau, as Shirley had
mastered the feat against both Louisville and West Virginia.
David Green was second on the rushing list for BC
Saturday as he accumulated 84 yards on nineteen carries,
and Campbell was third with 46 yards on 11 carries.
-

MAC ATTACK Inside linebacker Tom McManus continues to dominate the BC defensive attack, as he led the
team with 15 tackles on Saturday.
-

THE SERIES After losing (he first nine games in the BCArmy series, the Eagles have come back to take sixteen of
-

the last eighteen meetings of the two teams. Next season,
BC is scheduled to meet Army in Ireland in the Emerald
Isle Classic.

Despite a few scares against the
Cadets, the Eagles left West Point basically healthy, and
next week will be looking for the possible return of
linebacker Jason Pohopek who suffered a broken wrist
against West Virginia. Fifth year senior Andy Klare saw
his first action in two years, just recovering from a severe

INJURY REPORT

-

knee injury. Meanwhile offensive guard Matt Bourke and
receiver Jason Swepson are still rehabilitating after knee
surgery.

SIGNAL CALLER- Quarterback Glenn Foley had another
strong performance against Army completing eight of
thirteen passes for 134 yards, one touchdown, and one
interception.

Defensive tackle John Stolberg heads off the field after the BC defense put a stop to the wishbone
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Britten BC's man in the trench
By CHRIS BENJAMIN
Heights Staff Writer

the running backs, the line backers-that we overlook the rest of

Sometimes it is easy forget
that football is a team sport. Fans
get so caught up in watching and
reading about the more notice-

This is why offensive linemen
like junior Dan Britten rarely get
the recognition they deserve. Let's

able players?the quarterbacks,

the team.

face it, fans just don't walk away
from a football game talkingabout

how great a game the left offentackle had. But the point is
that he and his fellow offensive
linemen should be commended
for playing their hearts out each
play, fighting guys the size of
army tanks, and giving our team
sive

its necessary foundation.
"The offensive line is the heart
and soul of your football team,"
notes Head Coach Tom Cough I in.
"But I guess its kind of the nature
of the position to put your hard
hat on, go to work, and not expect a lot of attention. The offen-

sive line is where the true meaning
of team play comes from."
At 6'-5" and 265 lbs., Britten
has emerged as a staunch competitor this year after starting seven
of the last ninegames last season.
He's beefed up a lot since his
days playing Pop Warner football in eighth grade and is proud
to follow in the footsteps of three
older brothers, all who played
football.
"For me, playing football at
this level was always a dream,"
remembers Britten, a native of
Tewksbury, MA. "I used to think
Dan Britten has helped BC's sudden potent ground attack from
his position on the offensive line.

BENJAMIN continued p.
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Kevin Parchinski looks downfield after breaking through the
krmy defensive front line.

Heights Sports
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Eagles edge past beast of the EAST
continued from p. 17
keep Brian Boussy was equal to
the challenge.
Following a long stretch of
hesitant, sloppy play, BC stormed
to the St. John's net with their best
chance of the half. Freshman
Carlos Cassas wiggled his way
deep into their territory and set
up Chris Ogbannah, who unleashed a line drive right at Red
Men net minder Keith Byrne's
chest.
In the brief moment of exasperation which followed that attempt, St. John's took advantage
and quickly stormed up the field
to open the scoring. Ferguson
flew up the left wing unscathed
and sent an untouchable shot
past Boussy, quieting the crowd
and inciting anger from Kelly.
"Mental lapses like that one
have cost us on far too many
occasions this year," recalls the
two-time Big East Coach of the
Year.
Fortunately, that would be the
last mistake the BC defense made
all day. The second half saw a
completely different BC squad
take to the field.
Terrific pressure was applied
to St. John's from the blow of the
whistle. Dan McGuire started

the excitement early as he
wheeled and fired a quick shot
on goal surrounded by four defenders.
Unfortunately, the attempt
surprised everyone but Byrne.

Maintaining the intensity, however, BC cashed in when sophomore Steve Johnson used his
height and position to head in his
first goal of the year.
The score stood tied at one for

the next 30 minutes. The Red
Men repeatedly booted the ball
back to their goalie and played
keep-away in their own end,
seeming content with a tie.
This apathy brought out an ag-

LaGrand due back; NCAA, BCAA refuse comment

gressiveness in the BC squad. Joe
Vega, McGuire, and Junior Justin
Ceccarelli, who leads the Eagles
in scoring this year, picked upthe
intensity of the game. Each
pushed the ball relentlessly up
field, throwing their bodies
around and outrunning opponents to all loose balls.'
Said Vega after the game, "Our
confidence level was very high at
the half. We were determined to
come out and take the game into
our own hands?and I think it
showed in our style of play."
After a score of near misses,
including a crazy sequence where
Ceccarelli headed a liner on net,
which hit the top cross bar and
bounced back for McGuire to
head (he missed high), BC putthe
game away.
After a frantic rush with less
than two minutes remaining,
Ogbannah brokefree on the right
side and sent a sailing, cross-field
kick to the center of the box.
With a sense of calm about him,
Ceccarelli settled the pass,
wheeled, and lined a perfectly
accurate kick just past the reach
of Byrne to close the scoring and

win a huge game for BC.

Profile

Basketball

Veterans set to lead
women's team in '91
By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS

Heights Staff Writer
After a disappointing 199091 campaign, the Boston College women's basketball team
hopes to rebound this season
with a base of returning veterans and some exciting newcomers.
The Lady Eagles last year finished 12-16, the first time a
Margo Plotzke coached team
finished under .500since 1984.
With three starters back from
last year, however, Plotzke
should guide the team to a much
better record this year.
Some early season surprises
may make Plotzke's job a little
bit tougher, though, as the team
will have to overcome the loss
of three players who were projected to have big seasons this
year. Senior Kelli Stahl, last
year's fourth leading scorer and
projected co-captain, and
sophomore Dawn Gilmore,
both left the team early this year
for personal reasons. Freshman
forward Tia Manhardt was also
lost for the year when it was
learned that she would need
major knee surgery.
"We had a couple of early
setbacks," said Plotzke of the
developments, "so we're a little
thin. But we've added two walkons (Marcee Owens and Jennifer Cronan) to give us a total
of 10 players, and on the basis
of practice so far, the commitment is really there; everyone is
working really hard."
The key for the team is unquestionably s'-10" guard/forward Sarah Behn. The Lady
Eagle's most versatile player in
1990-91, Behn has proven herself to be one of the best players
in the BIG EAST. Last year Behn

led the team in minutes per game
(36), points per game (23.9),

free throw percentage

(.890),

and steals (61), and was also the
second leading rebounder (5.8
rpg). Her scoring average ranked
second in the BIG C AST and
12th nationally. "Sarah's coming off of a couple great years,"
praised Plotzke, "and of course
we're going to be looking for
her scoring again this year."
Also returning for BC is both
halves of the starting backcourt,
Kerry Curran and captain Jennifer Leddy. Curran started every game last year as a freshman,
with her stellar season earning
her a spot on the BIG EAST AllRookie Team. She lead the team
in assists (4.9 per game), and
added 7.5 points per game and
.538 three-point shooting .
Alongside Curran will again be
Leddy, the only senior on the
team. In addition to leadership,
Leddy will be asked to provide

hard-nosed defense, outside
shooting, and intense, tireless

play (last year she averaged 32
minutes per game).
The big question marks for
Plotzke are up front, where she
must find replacements for departed center Carla Wenger and
forward Stahl. Wenger, now a
graduate assistant with the team,
was the leading rebounder last
year (8.3 rpg) and second leading scorer (14.0 ppg)- statistics
that helped to put heron the BIG
EAST Third team. Candidates
for the forward spots include
sophomore Michelle Verostsky
(who started ten games last year
and averaged 4.2 ppg), and juniors Marissa Mezzanotteand Ali
Daly, "who have really come
ready to play," according to
Plotzke.
COLLINS continued p. 21

Piorkowski BC's four time
BIG EAST Champ
By PETER KENNY

Heights Staff Writer
When you think of the big
names in BC's athletic programs,
names like Glenn Foley, Bill
Curley and Scott LaGrand probably pop up. Well, add Pam
Piorkowski to this elite group of
sports figures.
The senior from Connecticut
has achieved a level of success
that very few others have even
come close to. She has won the
BIG EAST singles title in tennis
the last four years in a row. This
string is remarkable, considering
that even when Piorkowski was a
just a freshman, she was able to
play above her years and whip
her older opponents.
Even the Boston Globe has
taken notice. Last year in the paper an article celebrated her
achievements for all New England.
Pam grew up in a tennis-playing family. All four of her sisters
either played or are currently
competing, including an older
sister who wore the blue and
white of the UCONN Huskies.
When it came time to select a
college, she credits former BC
student Katie McNamera in influencing her decision. When
Piorkowski was a sophomore in
high school, there was a juniors
tournament held on campus. She
stayed with McNamera, who was
on BC's squad, and got a close
look at Boston College. She loved
everything about the school-the
campus, the people, and the social atmosphere, and when it
came time to choose her school,
Boston College was it.
Although the women's team
has not been so successful this
year, they had won the BIG EAST

for the past three years.
Piorkowski, obviously, played a
largerole in the team's winnings.

She competed in the number two
singles slot her first two years,
and settled in at the number one
position her junior year.
Piorkowski termed her junior
year as probably her finest individual year. Her national rankings

reflected this statement. Entering
her senior year, she was ranked
41 nationally, amongall Division

One players, an extremely im-

KENNY continued p. 21

Pam Piorkowski is BC's four time BIG EAST champion.

Face to Face
continued from p. 18
Chet Gladchuk's doing a great
job. I think he's really headed
in the right direction. Look, BC
is never going to have an 80,000
seat stadium. That's eastern
football. So what. Look at the
Boston Garden and Fenway.
Those are small places. That's
just the nature of the market in
Boston and New England.
These people who say that
BC should go Division l-AA in
football, they're all smoke in

thedrapes as far as I'm concerned
They are so far removed frorr
what the reality is of BC athletic;
that it's not even funny.

Heights: How about the studen'
apathy?
Tessitore: Winning changes ev
erything. Absolutely. These team;
win, people will getexcited again
No doubt about it.
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Britten a force in the
offensive trenches for BC
continued from p. 19
that high school football was the
'big time.' But when BC gave me
the opportunity to play, I jumped
at the chance and have worked
hard to improve and play my best
ever since."
Evidently he and his teammates have been doing something right. Their efforts, combined with the running talents of
redshirtfreshman DwightShirley,

have turned BC's running game
around.
But according to Offensive Line
Coach Mike Maser, the unit has
yet to reach its potential. He adds
that unlike many of the other positions, their job is 90 percent
mental and requires a unique
sense of discipline and concentration.
This is a lot of responsibility for
position
a
that does not garner
much attention, and one must

wonder what attracts a player to

thetrenchesoftheoffensiveline-

especially a player like the
caliber of Britten who was a
convert from the defensive line
after his freshman season.
"I always liked the free spirit of
defense, but I did not mind the
change," notes Britteen, "I am
really happy where I am now."
Coach Coughlin had some
reservations about the line's size
this season and made a big push
for strength development this
-

Plotzke set to
lead team into '91
continued from p. 20
Also vying for playing time will
be the two freshman newcomers,
guards Joan Callager, s'-7", from
Pennsylvania, and Lori Kasten,
s'-10", from Florida. "Those two
are really fast, which should allow us to play evenmore uptempo
ball."
With a schedule that is a little

bit more forgiving than last year's
(the players will get a chance to
wet their feet in two road tournaments before diving into the turbulent waters of the BIG EAST),
and a cast of talented players, the
1991-92 woman's basketball
squad should return Plotzke's
program to its winning ways.

summer.

Britten heads off the field after a hard davs work on the OL.

Coughlin knewthathewanted
his team to run more than the BC
teams of the past, so he made his
lineman hit the weights and run
very hard. Apparently, the program was pretty successful, with
each lineman gaining about 10
pounds.
Overall, Britten and his teammates have welcomed the
changes Coach Coughlin has
brought to BC's offense. It has
been tough in that the line has
had to work hard to improve their
run blocking.
But running the ball more has
also taken a bit of pressure off the
players. Before, defensive players knew the pass was coming
and rushed in hard and fast on
almost every play. Now, they're
forced to sit back a little, giving
the BC line a slight break.
"We're definitely starting to
come together out there," notes
Britten. "Most of us have been
playing together since last season. After a while, you develop a
sense of rhythm with the guys
around you. Then, you feel much
more comfortable and everything
is like clockwork."
With four very difficult games
left, BC's offensive line has their
work cut out for them. But with
the way he's played so far, Dan
Britten has to be feeling pretty
confident.

BC to face Pittsburgh next
By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS
Heights StBaff Writer

When the 1991 football season
began in early August, the program at the University of Pittsburgh was in shambles. The team
was coming off of a 3-7-1 record
(their first losing season since
1984) and was mired in series of
off-field incidents including:
-an investigation into the alleged violations of former assistant coach Frank D'Alonzo;
-a search for a new athletic
director;

-and the loss of nine projected
starters over the course of the offseason due to transfers, injuries,
suspensions and the early entrance into the NFL draft by
tailback Curvin Richards (the
Panther's leading rusher in 1990).
In short, the team looked like
one BC would easily beat.
That was in August. Since then
Pitt has made as much news on
the field as they have off,
trouncing West Virginia 34-3 in
their first game on their way to a

Rounding out the receivers are
flanker Chris Bouyer and split
end Junior Green.
Replacing Richards at tailback
(who last year rushed for 1,282
yards) has been the trio of Curtis
Martin, Jermaine Williams and
Glenn Deveaux, who have
gained a combined 962 yards
this season.
The offensive line features five
returning starters, led by sophomore tackle Don Pashayan. This
cohesive unit has allowed only
four quarterback sacks in the last
two years and has led the way for

the Panther's 138yards-per-game
rushing average.
Pitt's defense is led by three
potential NFL first round draft
picks
defensive end Keith
Hamilton, outside linebacker
Ricardo McDonald, and corner
back/return specialist Steve Israel.
The 6'-7" 270 pound Hamilton
?

McDonald leads the team this
season with 7.5 sacks, while

Hamilton (the projected sixth pick
in the NFL draft) is second with 6
sacks, after leading the team in
each of the last two seasons.
Israel is establishing himself as
one of the most spectacular
players in college football, as he
ranks seventh in the nation in
interceptions (5 in the first six
games) and eleventh in the
country in kick returns (26.6 yards
average). His 4.38 speed and
physical play make him one of
the finest defensive backs in the
country.

Rounding out the defense are
linebackers Charles Williams and
Tom Tumulty, who lead the team
with 70 and 67 tackles, respectively, and safety Doug Whatley,
who is third in tackles (57) and
second in interceptions (4).
The special team units have
also been strong this year, led by
return man

5-0 start.
The primary reason for Pitt's
success this year has been quar-

Israel. Placekicker

Scott Kaplan leads the team with
34 points, and the punting duo of
Kevin Leon and Leon Theodorou
is averaging over 40 yards per

terback Alex Van Pelt. After
throwing for over 5,000 yards in
his first two seasons, Van Pelt has
continued to terrorize opponents
thisseason, completing over 60%
of his passes for 1,899 yards and
11 touchdowns, good for second
in the BIG EAST in total offense.
On the receiving end of many of
Van Pelt's tosses are tight ends
Dave Moore and Eric Seaman,
Pitt's top two leading passcatchers.

and 6'-2" 240 pound McDonald
form a ferocious pass-rushing
tandem, as they have combined
for 31 sacks the pass three years.

punt.

QB Alex Van Pelt heads the Pitt
offensive attack.

What had started out as a potentially disastrous season has
become a pleasant surprise for
coach Paul Hackett and the rest
of the Panthers. After starting the
season undefeated, Pitt is now
midst of athreegame losing streak
and will come into Alumni Stadium expecting a victory.

Junior Sarah Behn returns

as BC's leader on the floor this season

LaGrand due back; NCAA,
BCAA refuse comment
LaGrand cont. from pg. 1
his father, Louis LaGrand of
Potsdam, NY,toldthethefamily's
hometown
The
paper,
Watertown Times, that the suspension had nothing to do with
"an agent, a female or drugs."
LaGrand would only say that
the suspension was for an incident
that took place last spring. He
also said that he brought the incidenttoßC athletic directorChet
Gladchuk's attention.
Gladchuk would not provide
specifics regarding the suspension but verified that BC's starting goaltender will be back for
the open ing of the HOCKEY EAST
season.

"Scott is taking it difficultly.
He's a guy who made a mistake,"
said Gladchuk last night. "He
admitted he had a problem."
Gladchuk labeled the rumors
surrounding the incident as
"crazyaccusations that are totally
out in left field."
"No one has the facts. I know
the facts, Scott knows the facts
and the NCAA knows the facts,"
said Gladchuk.
Gladchuk praised LaGrand for
bringing the matter to his attention.
"He'll take the ice next week.
[But now[ he's paying a price for
hisown integrity," said Gladchuk.

Piorkowski queen
on BC's court
continued from p. 20
pressive statistic considering that
about 100 schools field teams.
She ended her junior year as
number one in New England,
and was awarded the opportunity to enter the NCAA tournament. Plus she and teammate
Jennifer Lane competed in a
professional tournament, as
amateurs, in Newport, R.I. and
advanced all the way to the

semi-finals!
Piorkowski keeps racking up
the winsthis year, and is eagerly

awaiting another chance to play
in the NCAA's.
Pam calls herself more of a
baseliner than a serve and
volleyer. "I try to use my ground
strokes to make opportunities to
come to the net. Power is another aspect that I try to i ntegrate
into my game, as I try to have a
strong serve."
She attributes a lot of her success to her teammates and long
hours of practice. "Before I came
to BC, I never practiced that
much, but here I've had the
opportunity to play a lot. Also,

over the years our teams have

had great depth and I've been
luckytobeabletohitwith many
good practice partners"
But tennis is an individual
game, and much of her success
can be directly attributed to her
own work.
Piorkowski's teammate Angela Cabbett acknowledged
this, and spoke of Pam's leadership abilities. "Pam is the
definite leader of the team. She
is the mediator between the
coach and the rest of the
squad...and she always finds
time to help and support the
younger players.
After graduation, Piorkowski
looks forward to turn ing pro and
playing in various satellite tournaments over the country. She
hopes to build up enough wins
to have the opportunity to enter
a major tournament.
Her roommate, Kelly Fowler,
has no doubts about the future
for Pam. "Pam is an exceptional
athlete, one who is very dedicated, and will continue to excel as long as she plays the
game."
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Society researches cancer
Continued from page 5.
cer Research,
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Rev. William D.
Sullivan, S.J. and Elinor M.
feel that the
O'Brien, Ph.D.
Society is beneficial to the
Youville Hospital community.
Dr. O'Brien said, "Through visiting the patients, we bring them
back into society."
Some members of the Society
work with afflicted children in a

..

,

more individual relationship.
They are assigned a specific child
and are required to spend a minimum of eight hours a week with
the patient. Glenn Leonard and
Gregory Fenzel arethecoordinators of this program which helps
BC students become volunteers.
Another facet of the Society
for Cancer Research is helping
students get involved in medical
research. Some members join

.
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Other Keg Brands Available as well

We are a full service supplier
for all your party needs!
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We Deliver!

1024 Beacon Street, Brookline
10 minutes from campus

the Sonntag Cancer Institute of
BC, which is a two year program
in which students develop their
own research project and carry it
out independently. Dr. O'Brien
said, "The Sonntag experience is
unique. The students get a sense
of increased independence and
confidence."
Society member Joe Lukas,
CSOM '92, said of the society, "It
gives ordinary students a chance
to get involved in something that
affects everyone."
The four current officers for
the 1991-1992 term are: President, Anne Valente A&S '92;
Vice-President, Kevin Taffe A&S
'92; Treasurer, Oscar Piedad'92;
Secretary, ReneeDelGuirno A&S
'92.
General meetings are held the
first Tuesday of every month at
6:30 p.m. in Higgins 265.

Happy
Birthday
Maureen!!

277-7020
_?^?
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A World of Opportunities"

31 de octubre de 1991
Sheraton Boston Hotel & Towers/ Independence Room
39 Dalton St., Boston
5:00 pm 7:00 pm
-

Ejecutivos de Procter & Gamble Latinoamenca / Puerto Rico hablaran de tus
oportunidades de crecimiento en una de las companlas de productos de consumo
mas grandes del mundo.
Procter & Gamble esta en busca de estudiantes puertorriquenos y latinoamericanos
interesados en Finanzas, Ventas, Mercadotecnia (Brand Management), Ingenieria,
Sistemas de information,Recursos Humanos, etc...
Ven a conocer tus oportunidades en paises como Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rico y Venezuela
para posiciones permanentes y de verano.
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Undergrad law class offered
Continued from page 1

form to legal research. Specific
case studies will also be covered
in the course.
"The first thing in environmentalism is that everything is connected to everything else and it
will be that way in the class?
how cases are intertwined and
work together. This class will be
a challenge because Environmental Law is an advanced field
and to tie in basic law concepts

.

fullythe course will teach people
about how important law is to
promote awareness on legal and

environmental/conservation issues and ethics," stated Kelley.
Requirements for the class will

include weekly readings, along
with a term paper(s) and exam(s),
which will be similar in basic

Our merchandise is our

will be interesting," said Kelley.
Plater said, "It will be taught as
a step-by-step exploration of the
entire legal process system, from
common law to constitutional,
statutory, and administrative law,
over a wide range of environmental subject areas. For the prelaw student, it is a useful survey
because environmental law
touches virtually every corner of
the legal system."
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Our Merchandising division
key contributor to our success
has
paralleled this growth, expanding
m
from a department of fewer than 30
people to approximately 300 today.
As a Merchandise Analyst, you'll work in the
professional corporate setting of our Home Office,
based in Framingham, MA. And as we continue to
grow, so will your opportunities.
Interested in finding out how you can become
one of our greatest assets? Come visit us at the
School of Management Career Night on
?

Happy Birthday,

Because this one's eleven.

Eileen Ezey!
It's been a tough
semester, hasn't it?
you need about a
million you-knowwhats to help you
recuperate!
-Elena, Annie,
Tina, Lynette T.,
|
and Kerry
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Computer Book Fair All Events Free
?

Saturday, November 2 Charlesbank Bookshops, HI). Bookstore Mall
?
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Reservations required for speakers. Call (617) 2367421 by 4pm, November 1
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Heights
Review

"I'm a control freak. I like to
create my own Hell"

-Spaulding Gray

Reviews of
Homicide and Cool
as Ice 1 page 27

Spaulding Gray
returns to Boston:

page 27

ROBSHAM REVUE FALLS SHORT OF ORIGINAL ACTS
ALUMNI SHINE BUT FRESHMEN LACK EXPERIENCE IN GALA REHASHING
By EDWARD NAWOTKA
Heights Review Staff

PLAY IT AGAIN ROBSHAM, THE
FIRST TEN YEARS: Directed by
Howard Enoch at the Robsham
Theatre Arts Center, performed
October 24 -27.

congratulatory production consisting of 12 musical scenes and seven
dramatic scenes from previous
productions of the Robsham
theatre, might have better been left
undone. What is the purpose of
this? Is it another "main stage"

production aimed at drawing a
large audience of rich alumni so
they might "re-live" their past
glorious experience of the BC stage
and might loosen up their purse
strings a little more, like the previous generation of BC alumni who

Ok, so we're wandering the
campus on a lonely night, music

bellows out of the heating vents
surrounding Robsham Theatre, our
hearts stir in the soft autumn
breeze, we enter. The money flows
freely from our wallet as the ticket
is gently placed in our awaiting
palm, we stride confidently to the
door, greeted by an enthusiastic
"Enjoy the show," we're gently led
to our seats. Blackout. Slides of
familiar faces glide by as we fall
into a nostalgia induced trance.
Awakening, we rise out of our seats
clapping wildly, uncontrollably. A
standing ovation. Triumph,
Triumph...Long live Robsham
Theatre, God forbid!
Play it Again Robsham was a
three-hour "gala" festival to commemorate the 10th year anniversary
of the opening of the Robsham
Theatre. This enormous, self

Towers exclaimed in the closing
scene from Chicago, "It's all just

show business."
The scenes themselves displayed
some of the highlights of the BC

GROUPS CHARM CROWD
The Heightsmen, BC Sharps and
Bostonians charmed a 350 plus
crowd Tuesday night in a concert
sponsored by the Musical Guild.
Three of BC's a cappella groups

theatre, while at the same time
ruining some fine memories.
Musical scenes composed of songs
have the ability to stand on their
own, as they have been bashed into
our brains by the similar TV gala or
by soft-rock radio play. Yet, this
asset does not gloss over the
sometimes dismal performances. As
many of the senior performers were
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

PLAY IT AGAIN, ROBSHAM CELEBRATES TEN YEARS OF BC THEATRE

TALENTED BC A CAPPELLA
By DIANE BROOKS
Heights Staff Writer

coughed up enough to build
Robsham in the first place? It may
have been for the theatre students,
because they were invited back to
play their respective roles again.
But it appears that this is not so,
because only five alumni performers came back to possess their
former roles. (It obviously wasn't
for the recent BC alums ?they just
wouldn't have any money to fly
back, let alone donate.) Was it for
the current students, so we might
realize the grandeur of Robsham
and be inspired to participate in its
future. Well, if this was the motivation, all I can think is, as Michael

Michael Jackson's Bad. Andy Caso,
A&S '93, added an interesting yet
amusing imitation of Jackson and
the audience loved it. Their other
songs included Is She Really Going
Out with Him?, Dream and My Girl.
For My Girl, they chose a woman
from the audience, and to her

UPCOMING EVENTS:

STUDENT DIRECTORS SET TO
PLAYS
UNUSUAL
PRESENT
'93,
of the
play
KATE
A&S

ALFORD
By SARAH
Heights Assistant Review Editor

Boston College theatre-goers will
be exposed to two creative and
avant-garde plays this weekend,
when the Boston College Dramatics
Society presents Sleeping Beauty or
Coma and The Brick andthe Rose.

The student directors have chosen
plays which have unique twists.
Sleeping Beauty or Coma
directed by Paul Orifice, is based on
a story line similar to the fairy tale
Sleeping Beauty. The play strays
from this, however, as is set during
the '60s in mod London. Jason
Mayatt, A&S *92, and Tim Pyne,
,

two

main

female characters, Fauna and Miss
Thick, and dress to fit their roles.
Amy Poehler, A &S '93, plays a
female lead and Artie Leger, A&S
'93, plays the only male lead.
Decked out in zany '60s styles and
colors, the cast strives to present a
fun story with a more serious
message about human nature.
Elements, of black humor and camp
are incorporated to create this
unique and challenging play.
Orifice commented that he will be
satisfied if "the audience has fun,
but comes out with an understanding of the seriousness nature."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

BUFFALO TOM, MIRACLE LEGION,
ROCK "MEDIEVAL MCDONALDS"
By MATT HENDRICKSON and RICHARD WILLIAMS

THE BOSTONIANS THRILLED WITH ENERGY AND TALENT
embarrassment, proceeded to sing
sang for eager listeners who filled
Gasson 100 to capacity. While both
to her.
the Heightsmen and the BC Sharps
When the Heightsmen anperformed during Parent's Weeknounced that they were about to
end, the Bostonians made their first
finish up their set, members from
appearance on campus this semesthe audience moaned, so of course
ter.
they sang an encore. The
The Heightsmen opened the
Heightsmen provided a pleasing
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
evening with their own rendition of

"This place looks like a medieval
McDonald's," said Bill Janowitz lead
singer and guitarist for Buffalo Tom.
With that, the stage was set for
crowd favorite Buffalo Tom's
raucous set last Wednesday at The
Rat. Guitar bands often have trouble

playing live because they come
across as a wall of non-distinguishing noise. Though they hadn't
played in front of an audience in
over six months, Buffalo Tom
successfully blended noisy guitars,
driving bass, and Janowitz's wailing,
and at times melodic vocals.

Opening with a new song that

no one had heard before could
have been a mistake, but the
packed house didn't seem to mind.
Their third song, "Enemy" intensified the crowd even further. The
song went from a slow, quiet
opening to an extended thrashy
climax. Other standout songs were,
"Birdbrain," "Sunflower Suit," from
their first album, and the encore of
"Bleeding Heart." Though the
audience was subject to the usual
lame-ass slam dancers, Buffalo Tom
did not disappoint.
The spotlight finally shone on
headliners Miracle Legion, whose
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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BUFFALO TOM A
CROWD
FAVORITE
LYONS
PUB
AT
They
Is
rocked the

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
explosive 90 minute set rocked the
house, although nobody slamdanced this time around. Miracle
Legion have always been one of
pop music's biggest enigmas: how
success continues to evade a band
that can write such great tunes is
anyone's guess. Nevertheless, the
250 plus people attending got a
good dose of the future of music.
Songs like "Storyteller" started slow
and built to a furious guitar climax,
while "Wonderment" and "The

Heart

Attached"
whole way through. The mix of
songs leaned towards their earlier
material, while only two new
tracks, "Little Blue Light" and "Out

Play" from the forthcoming
Drenched album, surfaced.
The highlight, though, was
reserved for the encore which
included an excellent reading of
to

"All for the Best." The band's
dynamics shook the crowd through
this one, and guitarist Ray Neal's

bleeding note after note couldn't

have been more intense.
are
an amazingly tight and wellrehearsed act, able to turn it up on

the drop of a dime during choruses,
and slide it right back into the verse
without missing a beat. Although as
a band, Miracle Legion stand out on
record, their captivating live show
also indicated that we should
certainly look out for these guys in
the future.
Opening the show was Boston's
favorite, Vision Thing. They came

across as an intensified, noisier
version of 10,000 Maniacs. Which,
don't get us wrong, isn't a bad thing
at all. The set suffered from a slow
start, but towards the end Vision
Thing began to find its groove. "100
Days," the WFNX favorite finally
elicited some crowd reaction, and
the closer "I Hate You," was the
stand-out by far. Hopefully we'll be
able to see more of such exciting
and innovative programming from
UGBC in the future.

SCENES FROM LAST WEDNESDAY'S PUB, WHEN MIRACLE LEGION, BUFFALO TOM, AND VISION THING ROCKED LYONS UNTIL DAWN.

Left of Center:
PM DAWN STAY TRUE TO ROOTS; PRONG PROVE YOU WRONG
lines, disjointed
along the
songs, Spandau
**l/ 2 Prong/Prove

You Wrong
band
with a
Prong
is a
(Epic)
mission: to be themselves and to
defy definition. Their music is
utterly unique; they create only
their own category. A metal edge
with an industrial beat and a stopstart rhythm that knows no mercy.
Angiy and grinding, tearing at your
nerve endings until you beg for
more, Prong knows the right way
through you ear into your brain.
The Brooklyn based trio
consists of guitarist/vocalist Tommy
Victor, who writes most of the
songs, Ted Parsons on drums, who
wields the music to his command

and dominates the beat of each
song along with newly added basshero Troy Gregory (ex of Flotsam
and Jetsam). Parson's drums are
completely irregular in their regularity, each song's rhythmic structure
swarms around you with a Primuslike beat on speed to James
Hetfield-like vocals by Victor.
Prong aims for simplicity in
their music, unlike other many
other bands who believe complexity is a sign is musicianship. Prong
weaves their instruments together
into a singular fabric of sound. They
are always looking beyond the
ordinary for something new in their
music, beyond the conventional to
unique background sounds or
percussion or to new ways to fuse
three instruments into one. They
have to stay creative to make up for
a basic element missing in their
music. Prove You Wrong is almost
devoid of any solos so they find
other ways to keep their music
infcresting for the listener.
Prove You Wrong is the fourth
album by Prong. Most of the songs

are

same

but underlined with a central
melody. The title track borrows the
slide guitar riff from Led Zeppelin's
"Celebration Day." The pessimistic
and sad "Contradictions" is a
musical feast asking "What wrong
will you choose?" The instrumental
"Territorial Rites" sounding much
like Joe Satriani is excellent.
But Prong isn't for everyone,
their sound is a little too tearing and
disjointed. Prong rates high for
originality but their music is not as
exciting as it could be. They are
worth a spin and after a while their
sound grows on you, like a fungus
that you can't get rid of.
Marc Willwerth

all

Ballet's "True."

Unlike Vanilla Ice's "Ice Ice Baby"
or Hammer's "U Can't Touch This,"
whose only highlights are the songs
they sample, the background hiphop beat blends naturally into
"True," and it's among the few rap
singles that deserve the airplay it's
actually getting.

With or without airplay, though,
PM Dawn's debut is a must in every
rap fan's music collection. These
guys are no visionaries, but The
Utopian Experience is still a cut
above much else in hip hop today.
So make that trip to Tower, and get
a good dose of hip hop's best.

?Richard Williams

?

***l/ 2 PM Dawn/Oi7 THE
HEART, OF THE SOUL AND OF
THE CROSS: THE UTOPIAN
EXPERIENCE (Gee Street/Island)
Because PM Dawn doesn't rap
about street violence, gangs or

bitches, indiscriminate listeners will
make the mistake of classifying this
New Jersey duo with the more popacts like Young MC or Hammer.
Not only is PM Dawn better than
these two corporate puppets, their

rap

fantastic debut destroys the stereotypes that comprise the "typical" rap
act.

Lyrics of positivity, intelligent
jazz samples, and pulsating hip-hop
beats highlight The Utopian Experi-

ence, which guides the listener
through a Utopia of his/her own.
PM's moments of brilliance come to
light in "Reality Used to Be a Friend
of Mine," "To Serenade a Rainbow,"
and "Paper Doll." Equally engaging
is the current single "Set Adrift on
Memory Bliss," which samples, of

MY MOTHER'S FLEABAG PERFORMED AT THE CAFE LAST THURSDAY NIGHT
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By SARAH KATE ALFORD
Heights Assistant Review Editor
MONSTER IN A BOX: a new stage
monologue written andperformed
by Spaulding Gray. Performances
were October 23 through October 27
at the Hasty Pudding Theatre.

Spaulding Gray has spent more
than 20 years writing a 1,700 page
book so it's hard to comprehend
why he says, "I don't understand
why people write. It's like a disease." His most recent monologue,

with Hollywood agents to
stories about Nicaraguans facing
brutal murders and political turmoil
Although this inconsistency sounds
like it would break the flow of his
monologue, Gray makes them
work, since both instances disturb
him and leave a strong impression
on him. The shallowness of the
Hollywood agents who offer him
ters

the challenging role of an assistant
Ghostbuster and who say, "We
hope you're not one of those artists
who's afraid to make money,"
sharpen the impact of Gray's
unsettling accounts about Nicaraguan widows who retell personal
stories about how one woman
desperately searched for all of the
pieces of her daughter's remains

"Monster in a Box," incorporates
stories which have distracted him
away from writing his book,
Impossible Vacation. These interruptions have taken him to places
ranging from the Soviet Union,
where he was thrown out of the
Saint Petersburg winter palace for
impersonating royalty, and New

mother's suicide is similar to his
description of a project called "LA,
the Other," a series of on-stage
interviews with locals who aren 't
involved in the entertainment
business, and his own fear of
having contracted AIDS. He also
manages to include jokes when he
talks about his visits to a psychiatrist. One can't help but laugh when
Gray, after telling about his interview to answer calls for a suicide
hotline, says, "When the suicide
hotline tells you to go into therapy,
it's time."
II Impossible Vacation is as
insightful and intriguing as "Monster
in a Box," it is sure to be a success.
His thought-provoking anecdotes in
his monologue provide entertainment with a moral lesson.

Hampshire, for a brief stay at a
writer's colony in his private cottage
ironically named the Bates House,
and each experience has left Gray
with an insightful anecdote. Gray
blends these into a monologue
filled with humorous irony and
meaning.
Gray's style is loose and casual,

focused in a seemingly aimless
direction. He effortlessly jumps
yet

from narratives about his encoun-

and about how another woman
found her son murdered with a
metal stake driven through his skull.
Gray uses the trivial nature of
certain stories to emphasize the
seriousness of others.
Gray covers a range of topics in
his monologue but all are told in
Gray's fast-paced, wryly humorous
way. Shades of meaning and irony
lace each narrative and bring them
into perspective. Gray's personal
stories are told in the same distant
tone, with his mild Rhode Island
accent, as other less private ones.
His attitude when mentioning his

SPAULDING GRAY

DAVID MAMET'S HOMICIDE OFFERS MESSAGE, COMPLEXITY
By KEVIN G DURR
Heights Review Staff
HOMICIDE: a new film written
and directed by David Mamet,
starring Joe Mantegna.
Few Rims come around that are
as complex as David Mamet's
Homicide. The range of this work
is so large, it is surprising that one
word, one small concept, can
capture the entire scope of Mamet's

part of an entire conspiracy.

Mantegna becomes tangled in this
conspiracy until it consumes him,
and he discovers that these racial
questions outweigh his job, and the
cop inside him becomes second to
the man.
Mantegna is Jewish. He is
scorned by other Jews in the film,
because it is not noticeably a part of
him. He doesn't even read Hebrew,
and he is ignorant to the antisemitism that has existed around

discovers what Joe Mantegna
discovers by being forced into this
situation, and that is how disgusting
racism really is. When Mantegna
erupts and smashes a display case,
he smashes it for everyone watching in the theatre.
There is one problem with
Homicide, and it results from the
performances. Many of the ex-

VANILLA ICE COOL ON TALENT
By MICHAEL ANDERSON and FRAN
WAY

COOL AS ICE: a new movie
starring Vanilla Ice.

JOE MANTEGNA IN HOMICIDE
canvas. The word "homicide" does
this, a title as ambiguous as the film
itself. On the simplest level, homicide is the branch of the police
department that employs Detective
Gold, played by Joe Mantegna. On
a broader level, it is one homicide
that forms the cause of the story,
and it is homicide that is the effect
of tumultuous inner-city tension. On
the grandest scale, it is only the
word homicide that can connect a
job, an inner-city crime, and the
entire Jewish holocaust that was the

wrath of Hitler.
Homicide studies anti-semitism,
and through this, it studies the
nature of all racism. Mantegna is a

cop who must solve the murder of

Jewish store

owner in a noncommunity.
It is learned that
Jewish
this is no separate incident, but a
a

him in his city. Years ago he
became ashamed of being Jewish,
Sand he let the detective side
become dominant, and define
himself. He quickly learns that this
will change, that he will have to
make choices about who he is, and
he makes them, causing giant
ramifications. His life will never be
the same.
One scene in Homicide merits
immediate mention. Joe Mantegna
entering the train shop and finding
himself face to face with antisemitism is an example of how very
powerful the art of film can be. In
this scene there is no dialogue, just
the camera and the music. These
stunning moments of Joe Mantegna
looking, and what he looks at,
comprise the single greatest scene
in a great film. The audience

changes, especially in the early part
of the film, seem stiff and forced, as
though the actors aren't on the
same level with Mamet's emotionally ridden words. Mantegna has his
moments, but his character calls for
someone much stronger and much
more emotional, such as a Robert
DeNiro. But as the film progresses,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

Where to begin? First off, it
seems that a little clarification is in
order. It must be noted that this
man is by far the biggest wanker in
the entire world. This man seemingly has absolutely no self respect.
We also suspect that this man has
very few friends. Despite this,
despite the inevitable, burning
humiliation and universal derision
he knew he was going to receive,
this man made a movie. This man is
Vanilla Ice. And it is by no means
an ordinary movie. This is by far
the worst movie ever made. Nor is
is your average boy meets girl
movie; the boy is obviously incredible prickhead and the girl is
blinded by the fact that boy can do
10 foot bunny-hops over fences on
his Kawasaki 1000. The boy, and
roaming posse ("It ain't where
you're from, it's where you're at.")
chill in upperclass suburbs (way
cool) coincidentally at the same
time that girl's brother gets kidnapped and the girl is led to believe
that boy is involved. Despite boy's
massive barriers he must overcome
to get girl, he manages to drive his
motorcycle through the side of a
random house to save her brother,
and the girl in turn "drops [her]
zero, and gets with the hero- plot. It

is by far the dullest and most
asinine ploy ever conceived to take
lots of slow motion, well lighted
close ups of Vanilla.
The cool thing is, Vanilla knows
(we suspect) that everyone hates
him, but does he care what we
think? Hell no. He's a star, we pay
6.75 to see his stupid movie and he
gets any 13 year old girl in the
country. And we don't. The sheer
tenacity of this rampant ego wank
leaves one screaming Yo! Vanilla!,
and desperate for more. Oh, but
one last parting shot, Vanilla. Don't
ever, ever do another Sly Stone
cover as long as you live. If you
have no self respect, which is

blatantly obvious, at least respect
songs which were never meant to
be listened to by people like you.
Anyway, in terms of wholesome
pre-pubescent good times, because
of his oh so endearing insistence on

publicly humiliating himself, and
probably a direct result of some
heavy pre-show tailgating, we have
to say this is a must see. Enter the
cinema, surrounded by children,
believing that this is no mere man.
No flash in the pan, baby. He can
dance, he can fight. He is an
irresistible lover and has perhaps
the most remarkable jawbone
around. This whiteboy was built to
last. If you can force yourself to
believe that, then we send you off
to the show with two veiy ice cool
thumbs up.
Pop pop goes the weasel.
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ROBSHAM REVUE FALLS SHORT OF ORIGINAL SHOWS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
in rehearsal for other shows at the
time, the performers were often
drawn from the ranks of the first
year students. The single songs
fared better with their
voices than a full length

Deßrabander's rendition of "Mister
Cellophane" from Chicago. The
enjoyable singing and good use of
the Chorus made this perhaps the

and Juliet, The Caucasian Chalk
Circle and Amadeus. Mike Towers
and Bridget Barry's Our Town was
delivered with poise and sensation

production might have,
yet they have not yet
developed their full
potential. Yes, they do
represent the upcoming
BC theatre, but I could
not shake the feeling that

hanging fixtures, gaudy

watching an
unfinished product.
The alumni performers
shined in contrast, yet
also brought out the
faults of some of the
younger actors who have

shows, displayed things
that were not in this show.
Where were scenes from
Mother Courage or

yet to gain similar

experience. Paula Ebben,
'89, sang with strength
"Getting to Know You"
and "Shall We Dance"
from The King and I , but
this served to plant the
seeds that would eventu-

ally sprout with disap-

Khlopin's rendition of

PLAY IT AGAIN ROBSHAM CELEBRATED THE LAST DECADE OF BC THEATRE

"No Time at All" from Pippin or
Kimberly Annick's "Time Heals
Everything" from Mack and Mabel
Fr. Barth should stick to his job
inspiring college students to greater
things as an academic dean, rather
than inspiring children reasonable
thought, if you know what I mean.
One particular standout of the
musical numbers was Firmin

finest of all the musical numbers.
The dramatic scenes, though
lacking much meaning since they
were taken out of context, utilized
material better suited to the performers' abilities. A nice mix of the
dramatic and the comical was
arranged by J. Paul Marcoux. Dave
Palmiere gave three consistently
powerful performances in Romeo

Upcoming events:

Sharon Olds reads her poetry
Thursday, November 7 at 8:00 pm in
Gasson 100.

BC'S A CAPPELLA SINGERS
CHARM WITH STYLE,
TALENT
Last, but oy no means least, were
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
mix of music and were fun to listen
to. Their biggest problem, an
inability to bow in sync at the end
of their performance, was a minor
one.

The next group, the BC Sharps,
continued the evening's entertainment with the coed group which
has just about doubled in size since
they sang on Activities Day. They
began with Breakin ' Up is Hard to
do and In My Room, both of which
they sang on Activities Day but the
weeks of practice time gave them a
chance to improve their sound for

Tuesday night's performance. They
also sang For the Longest Time by
Billy Joel and while the soloist
definitely has talent, the song wasn't
appropriate for her range.
To the crowd's amusement, the
BC Sharps created their own
version of the Adams' family?the
BC family. In it, they mentioned the
predicted massacre which brought
rousing laughs from the crowd.

They ended their segment with a
version of Amazing Grace which
Voices of Imani arranged. They did
a great job except that at one point
they began to snap their fingers
which seemed a little out of place
in this song. After a bad bow, deja
vu, the crowd encouraged them to
return for an encore by chanting,
"Sharps".

oh-so-coy

Suzanne. BC's talent seems to dwell
in the ability to perform straight
drama.
Sheppard Barnett's set
was the most representative of all the elements of
the evening. Functional
and adequate to its
purpose, it served the
production well, but the
and distracting symbolic
representations of past

I was

pointment upon Lara

Evemarie Eyde's

the Bostonians. The women
dressed in all black and the men in
black suits and red ties?very
professional. They began with Let
My Love Open the Door and Need
You. The women demonstrated
their talent when they performed
Don't Let Your Love Slip Away. Tom
Luzarraga, A&S 94, then sang a
great version of Stray Cats, with
hisses and all. The men, not to be
overshadowed by the women, sang
Me and the Boys. John Donahue,
A&S 92 sang Don't Stand so Close to
Me, which one member of the
Bostonians arranged. Throughout

their performance, they pushed
their new tape which sells for eight
dollars.
The Bostonians weren't as good
as usual, they were even better.
Although they have a number of
new members, they blended well
together. Their liveliness kept the
audience interested.
While the Bostonians stole the

show, all the groups were talented
and well-received. The concert was
rather long ( an hour and a half),
but each group, with its own
unique style, made the concert
entertaining and never boring. To
keep over 300 students interested
for a concert that long during
midterms says something positive
about a cappella at BC.

despite such a melodramatic
situation. Mario LaMothe's delivery
of John Merrick's fateful lines in the
Elephant Man was appropriately
illusory.
But tonight, the alumni take
the laurels, for it is their night. Brian
McCann '84's Moulineaux from The
Dressmaker was a wonderfully
sinister villain to accompany

Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead ? I
don't know, but there they
were. Where were the
current actors of BC
theater? There they were in
the symbolic form as the
narrators. "Where is the
talent of BC theatre? There
they were in the symbolic
forms of the freshmen.
Where is the money and
support for the BC theatre?
There they were in the
symbolic form of the white haired
alums. Symbols, symbols. Is
Robsham merely a symbol of the
glory of past BC theatre seasons?
No. Let's take care of what is Now,
what Is. Lets make every BC

theatre performance a celebration,
then we won't have any need for
false ego caressing. Long live
Robsham theatre... God help lis!

MAMET'S HOMICIDE
LETHAL
27
then he will be, and with no

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
the emotion evoked by Mamet's
camera and words sweep up the
characters, and the acting becomes
less evident, to the point that it
really does not matter.

In one instant

of dark humor,

Mantegna speaks to another officer
about a prisoner: "He's already
murdered his entire family. What in
hell more are they going to do to
him for beating me up?" This
moment of dialogue can work as a
metaphor for Mantegna's role in the
film, his role of one little man in the
midst of giant, cataclysmic issues.
By the end of the film Mantegna
has learned his role. The existence
of racism and fight against racism
outweighs his existence and .if he
must be sacrificed for the cause,

apologies made. By no stretch of
the imagination is Homicide an
optimistic film. It is not for those
viewers who love the pleasant
Hollywood fluff of such buttercup
movies as Ghost or Pretty Woman
or Dirty Dancing, thank God. The
ending is sad and shattering, few
questions seem answered, and little
hope remains. But that is fitting,
because Homicide tackles issues
that have no simple, concrete
answers and no hope for them.
David Mamet's Homicide seems a
reincarnation of the existential
philosophy that was prominent
around the time of World War 11, a
philosophy quite negative about the
nature and future of man, and a
philosophy caused by such events
as the Holocaust.

STUDENT DIRECTORS READY PLAYS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
The cast ol'lhe Brick and the
Rose tackles a challenging project,

due to the complex and clever
nature of the story's presentation.
Under Amanda Franks' direction, it
focuses on the life of an insightful
boy named Tommy, played by
Damian Didden, A&S '92. The play
follows him from birth to his death
at age fB, as he searches for
answers to philosophical questions
about life. The cast consists of fO
actors who play 46 different roles.
While some of these characters are
presented visually, others are
simply voices with different accents

Lee McLaughlin, A&S '93, is the
narrator's voice and Sarah Fortune,
A&S '93, plays Alice, among other
characters. Angela Marinelli, A&S
'94, plays Tommy's mother. While
some scenes are blocked, others
run as a collage of voices. The
actors are challenged by a minimal
set which consists mainly of plat-

forms with few props to help
them out.
The two plays will be performed
in the Bonn Studio from October 31
through November 2, starting at
8:00 pm. Call 552-4000 for more
information.

[talented? responsible?

happy?

COME JOIN HEIGHTS REVIEW.
MEETING TODAY AT 5:15 IN NEST.

I
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Police Blotter
Friday October 18

Saturday October 19

12:19am
11:58am officer responds to
Officer responds to
Campion Hall on a report of a McClelland Hall on a report of a
suspicious black male in the area. alcohol overdose The victim who
The officer locates the suspect was violently vomiting was
transported by Newton Rescue
and attempts to verify his identification. The suspect became
to Newton Wellesley Hospital
uncooperative and loud, yelling
for treatment.
atthe crowd which had gathered.
1:15 am Officer responds to
At this time the suspect was
Walsh Hall to take possession of
placed underarrestfordisorderly a quantity of alcohol confiscated
by an R.A.
conduct. The subject was transported to BC control for booking I:4oam Officer takes a report
and then to the Newton District concerning harassing phone calls
being received by a student. The
court for arraignment.
2:1 Opm Officer a report from a complainant is issued a phone
student concerning the loss or call log and additional instructheft of a wallet. Wallet was or tions.
Officer investigates a
stolen between Casson and the 2:lßam
main gate bus stop.
report of vehicles being hit with
debristhrown from Edmonds Hall
2:lopm Officer investigate a
onto St. Thomas More road. The
report of vandalism in Gasson.
The audio Visual Dept. reports a residents of one room are idenlarge wall mounted movie screen
tified and a report is filed on the
had been pulled from the wall
matter.
Officers, along with
destroying the screen.
3:o9am
Officers respond to Newton Fire, respond to Hillsides
3:43pm
McElroy Eagles Nest for a student A&B on an alarm of fire. The
worker who cut her hand on a cause of the alarm was found to
be burntcooking which activated
meat slicer. The victim was
transported to St. Elizabeth Hosa smoke detector.
pital for treatment.
12:47pm Officers respond to
Officers respond to Edmonds Hall on a report of water
9:24pm
Fenwick to take possession of balloons being shot at people
alcohol which was confiscated with a sling-shot. Upon the ofby an R.A.
ficers' arrival no residents are
9:sopm Officer confiscates a home. Entrance is gained into
quantity of alcohol which was
the apartment with the aid of the
found outside of Edmonds Hall. Hall director. A sling shot and
The property is returned to several bal loons wereconfiscated
B.C.P.D.
and transported to BC control for
10:11 pm Officer confiscates a
safekeeping. The case was turned
quantity of alcohol from a male over to the Dean of Students for
entering CLX with the alcohol.
further action.
10:38pm Officer files a report
I:4spm Officer identifies subconcerning a student's failure to ject who was allegedly smoking
follow the dorm security policy.
marijuana in the alumni stadium
11:32pm officer responds to a stands. No wants or warrants.
report of suspicious persons in
Subject escorted off campus with
the rear of the lower roadways.
trespass warning,
Upon arrival, the officer identifies
4:1 4pm Officers respond to the
a group drinking alcohol in the
rear of Edmonds on a report of a
area. The group is dispersed
non-BCfemalewith a head injury.
without further incident.
The victim stated that she lost her
balance while walking and fell
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

backwards, hitting her head. The
victim was transported to St.
Elizabeth Hospital for treatment.
s:oopm Officer files a report
concerning a medical incident
involving a bee sting in front of
Lyons Hall. Upon investigation,
the bee could not be located on
-

campus.

The victim is transported via
ambulance to St. Elizabeth's for
further evaluation and treatment.
8:51 pm Officers confiscate two
cases of Busch Beer from underage persons. A report is filed on
the incidents and the property is
transported to B.C.P.D.
10:29pm Officer responds to
the Edmonds Lot on a report of
vandalism to a motor vehicle.
The victim stated that one of her
tires had been slashed. The victim further stated that her exboyfriend who is a BC student,
had threatened to slash her tires
earlier in the day. The victim
refused to reveal the name of the
suspect or to pursue the case any
further.
10:45pm While in the Mods,
officers observe two males throw
two empty kegs into theroadway.
The suspects were stopped and
identified. The suspects, who
were not BC students, were issued
trespass warnings and escorted
form campus.
-

-

s:2opm Officers while on patrol,
reports a group of disorderly
males. Further investigation reveals the operator of the vehicle
and the passenger do not have
current driver's license. Newton
Police respond and the vehicle is
towed from the area. Two subjects are issued trespass warnings
for Boston College property.
5:49pm Officer responds to an
R.A.'s report of a person on the
7th floor ledge. The person is
located inside his dorm room and
is identified as a resident who
was locked out of the adjoining
suite. After being advised of the
obvious dangers of such escapades, a report is filed for
O.D.S.D. review.
Officers are waved
s:sßpm
down by a female on St Thomas
More drive who stated that while
she was running along the reservoir a male had lunged at her.
The suspect, and three other
males with him, were stopped
and identified. The suspect stated
that a friend had dared him to
clothesline the victim, but he did
not touch her; The victim positively identified the suspect, but
refused to pursue the matter further. Metro police respond and
took over the scene, as the incident occurred in their jurisdiction.
Officer reports he
6:25pm
confiscated alcohol form an underage male. Subject is identified
and the property is transported to
B.C.P.D. for safekeeping.
6:44pm Officers respond to a
report of a student with a head
injuryattheMods. Uponarrival,
the victim is treated for her injuries which were received from
falling off someone's shoulders.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Sunday October 20
12:18am

Officer responds to
the Mods on a report of a attempted
larceny.
The
complaintant stated that a male
unknown to the residents of the
Mod entered the area with some
invited guests. The suspect proceeded to go upstairs to use the
bathroom, the complainant further stated that when it was ascertained that the suspect was
unknown to everyone in the Mod,
he went upstairs to locate the
suspect. At this time the suspect
was seen attempting to steal 4
CD's from a bedroom. The suspect was stopped and identified
as a BC student. The case was
turned over to the ODSD.
2:35am
Officers respond to
Hardey Hall on a report of a
narcotics confiscation. An RA in
the building confiscated a substance that appears to be marijuana from residents of the dorm.
While in the suspects' room, the
-

-

officer also observed several falsified ID's in plain sight. The
narcotics and ID's were transported to BC control for safe-

keeping.
2:35am

Officer reported to the
area between 80 and 110Comm.
Ave on a report of six males
jumping on parked cars. The
suspects were stopped and
identified, one as a BC student
and the others as BU students.
The five non BC students were
issued trespass warnings and escorted off campus.
-

Tuesday October 22
I:3oam
Officer responds to
-

Walsh on a report of a student
who passed out. Officer reports
that the party became I ightheaded
while usingthetoiletand blacked
out. Victim is taken to the infirmary to be evaluated by the infirmary nurse as a safety measure.
2:3Bam while assigned as the
dispatcher at BCPD, officer receives a phone call from a Pine
Manor student who reportedly
received a suspicious phone call
from a BC student she knows
slightly. Caller was reportedly
involved in a confrontation with
her boyfriend.
10:51pm Officer files a report
on harassing phone calls. The
victim, a St. John's Seminary
resident, received several harassing phone calls from an unknown male caller.
-

-

Wednesday October 23

12:00am Officer files a report
on a suspicious person in Conte
Forum. The complainant stated
that she observed a suspicious
black male in the ladies track
locker room. The suspect fled
the building upon seeing the
complainant in the area.
-

Thursday October 24
12:25am Officers respond to a
-

report of a female who fell down
the stairs at O'Neill Plaza. Officers report female suffered a

"Why Tianamen Square Failed"
A Lecture by

Prof. Merle Goldman
of
The Harvard Fairbanks Center
for
East-Asian Research
Tuesday, October 29
5-6 pm
Higgins 304
(Refreshments

will be

served)
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Press Release

Universal pictures offers contest

THE BANQUET

BARTENDER
WORKSHOP
Attend this intensive half-day workshop
at

The Sheraton Boston Hotel
November 11,12 and 13
from 6:00 PM to 10 PM

"A year ago I lost my job.
Without hope for regaining my
career I started to lose control. I
lashed out at those closest to me,
my wife and kids. I hurt my wife
really bad one night. My minister
was the only person I could face
and he referred me to Interfaith
counseling Service where I got
help
even with no health insurance and little money. I'm
controlling my anger now and
have stopped striking out at my

-

At the Door
Tution $59.00
-

"This is an incredible opportunity for college students who are
aspiring film makers to have their
chance in the spotlight," said
producer Dustin Nelson. "We
will accept tapes from non-students, but we would like to tap
into the largely undiscovered
talents of the college community."
In addition to the television
exposure, there will be prizes

eachweektotallingslo,ooo, and
a grand prize at the end of the

College Students $39.00
-

For Information Call:

?

(508) 927-4885

family. Interfaith helped me when
I needed it most."
New Englanders are facing a
tough year with continuing layoffs, diminishing human and social services, increasing numbers
of people needing public and
private help to make ends meet.
News articles describe men and
women like you and me whose
financial losses push them beyond their ability to cope.
Interfaith exchangesdespairfor
t

I

1V

m

season of a $50,000 production
budget for the winner to produce
his/her own video project. At the
completion of the project he/she
will be given a Hollywood-style
premiere.
Tapes should be sent to: National Lampoon's Video Spoofs,
c/o The Arthur Company, 100
Universal City Plaza, Building
447, Universal City, CA 91608.
Three dollars should be included
if students would like their tapes
returned. For further information
call (818)505-1200.

Interfaith Counseling offers help

College Students $29.00

-

?

Press Release

Pre-Register
Tution $49.00

UNIVERSAL CITY, CA, October
24
A new show is coming
from National Lampoon that will
give national television exposure
to video spoofs produced, written,
directed, and starred in by amateur film makers. The producers
are looking for funny video spoofs
from 30 secondstoone minute in
length. They are interested in
seeing original satires, skits and
parodies of: sitcoms, dramas,
news shows, game shows, talk
shows, commercials or anything
in life that is funny.

1V

m

I

}
;

)/

111
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hope by providing counseling for
people whose lives may be falling apart.
Interfaith Counseling, in continuous operation since 1958,
operates offices at The Second
Church, 60 Highland Street, West
Newton, and at Grace Episcopal
Church, 76 Eldredge Street,
Newton Corner.
Foreach person Interfaith helps
with a problem of alcoholism,
abuse, depression, unemployment, or finding a job, there is a
multiplied good effect. Counseling an individual to solve his or
her problem invariably helps their
family, neighborhood and community.
Interfaith sees clients regardless of race, color, ethnic origin,
religious belief, or sexual orientation. Fifty percent of ourclients
earn less than $20,000 a yearand
66 percent have no health insurance at all.
For more information call Mary
Ann Armstrong, Appointments
Coordinator, at (61 7) 332-3856.

Happy

Birthday
Stephanie!
How does it
feel to be
legal?

7

Love, us
lAHI $300...$ 1000...$ 1300
M

\
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For your fraternity.
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
ABSOUrrtLYMO
IHVWSTtUHT HOUItfDI

:?V-

Lowest Airfare* Anywhere
All Travel Arrangements
Eurailpasses Amtrak
Major Credit Cards Accepted
?

-
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Newton Center. 965-2100
1406 Beacon St

767 Beacon) St,
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Brookline: 734-2100
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Panel discusses Thomas case
.

has been cut short by something
that appears to be insignificant
on the surface." In the United
States, "upwards of 30 percent of
women on college campuses
refuse to take courses because of
fears of sexual harassment."
Judy Gordon, an associate
professorof the Carroll School of
Management, discussed sexual
harassment in the workplace from
a corporateperspective. She said,
"Managers have an obligation to
provide a harassment-free environment. They must make employees feel that violations will
be punished and that remedies
are available."
"The basic underlying issue is
that women and men behave very
differently in the workplace. Individuals should also recognize
that the corporate world is very
differentfor women and for men,"
said Gordon.
Professor of Law, Renee Landers, discussed the legal implications of sexual harassment.
She said, "We all have very
different opinions about the issues concerning Thomas' election, Hill's allegations, and Thomas' qualifications." Landers
stressed the importance of "informing ourselves about the
situation by communicating effectively."
Landers cited a 1990 study
conducted by the American Bar
Association. "Among3,ooo lawyers polled, 78 percent of the
males and 85 percent of female
lawyers had seen some form of
sexual harassment in the workplace. One-half of the men
polled, and 63 percent of the
women, felt that sexual harassment had stayed the same or had
increased in the past five years."
Landers said, "Voters must respond more actively. We should
understand the qualifications for
high public office."
She added that, "One of my
reactions is that we have a lack of
representation in the Senate. In
this case, the white male majority of the Senaterepresented only
one side of the conflict."
Amanda Houston, a professor
of Black Studies and Feminism,
discussed the personal implications of sexual harassment. She
said that, "One of the things that
is clear, we do need to develop
some way to talk to our young
men. We must not only teach

them about decency, but we must
make them cognizant of their
limitations."
Houston believes that, "We
should issue a strong support for
Anita Hill, and develop methods
of empowering women in these
situations."
"Black women should make a
strong statement. George Bush is
inferring that black women are
supporting him in his decision,
although black women had not
yet gathered as a force," said
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Continued from page 1
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Houston.
She added that, "This particular case was not a case of race. It
does raise questions about black
women and women in general."
Thediscussion concluded with
an open forum to enable students
to comment and express their
concerns. One student commented, "We should teach our
little girls to have strong self-respect, so that they may be able to
cope with problems like this effectively."
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10 SESSIONS FOR $37
(must be taken within one month)

ONE MONTH UNLIMITED FOR $47
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AIX3Ps long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one

\

of our savings plans, the SelectSavef" Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code you call

often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12

cents a

weekdays? \u25a1 And now AT&T can take you

minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20

to

cents a

another place you've always wanted to go.

most

minute,

enter the

Just

AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

Make your appointment for
homecoming now!
Manicure $12 (reg $14)
For Every New Client You
Introduce to Ana, Receive
a Free Manicure

European rock

concert.

All you have to do is fill

out

the coupon below. \u25a1 So let us help you choose the savings

Mon/Tues/Sat
With Coupon & BC ID

(expires 12/15/91)
Elegant Nails by Ana

plan that's right for you. And then

try your

luck

our Sweepstakes. Both will be music

at

to

your ears.

9 Beacon Place

Newton Center
244-1204

101 Atlantic Ave., Boston
(617)523-4000
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To sign up for an AT&T savings plan, call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. To enter the
AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.
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CLASSIFIEDS
meet new people!
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, and busi-

I E>

*

I Jl

J

'

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL /NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE
OAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

536-7272
719 BOYLSTON STREET,

BOSTON

ness experience!! Openings
available for individuals or student
organizations to promote the
country's most successful SPRING
BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.
Free room and board in exchange for 15-20 hours per week
of babysitting and household
chores. Convenient to BC. Call
now for placement. The Student
Housing Exchange. 277-6420.
BABYSITTER NEEDED: 1 0 year
old boy and 8 year-old twin girls.
Flexible hours 1 milefromT. Call
Ellen Kass 527-8479.
BABYSITTER needed for charming 2 year old girl, 7-1 2 hrs. per
week, flexible, own transportation to South Brookline. 739Q&Z3

FREE TRIPS
BREAK
PACKSELLING SPRING
Bahamas,
Mexico,
AGES to
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips &
EARN $2500

&

Prices! SpringßreakTravel
638-6786.

1-800-

Sell winter/
spring break packages to Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita Island. From $369. BEST COMMISSIONS PAID! SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800-476-7710

Campus Marketing Representatives needed. Earn free trip and
big $$$ by selling Cancun,
Mexico, Nassau, Bahamas. For
more information call toll free at
800-755-7996
Drummer wanted: Lead and
rhythm guitarists searching for
drummer to get a band started.
Play rock and roll. Call Mark
(617)323-2354
or
Ferris
(617)983-0415

SPRING BREAK REPS!! BC
Travel is looking for students to
sel I trips to Cancun,'Jamacia, and
the Bahamas. Earn free trips and

cash. Call now: 552-3034.
Babysitter for 14 month girl

in

Brookline. 1-2 days per week,
Monday-Thursday from B:3oam-2pm. $5/hour. Will provide
transportation if necessary. Call
Donna Kaliknw at 739-1 967
BABYSITTER WANTED! Ap

CAMPUS REPS WANTED!! Earn
valuable experience, travel and

proximately 10 hours/week (days)

dren, ages 5 and 2. Call Mary
327-6241.
We are looking for a sitter in our
Newton home for occasional
evenings and afternoons. Car
necessary. Please call Joyce 527WAI fq/hrmr
BABYSITTER wanted on Saturday
evenings for 2 children. We'll be
home in time for you to do your
latenightpartying.CallRuth 5274156.

FREE ROOM in exchange for 15/
hrs a week babysitting two boys
(6 and 3 1/.2) Room is in third
floor of private home with separate entrance, private bath and
kitchenette. We live one mile
from BC, one block off Commonwealth Ave. Fourblocks west
of Centre Street. Hours needed
are mostly between Friday
evening and Sunday evening.
Non-smokingfemales. Please call

%4-7.374

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REPS
WANTED!!!
North America's
best damn tour company. Only
hi-life can offer you a free spring
break trip for every 20 paid and a
chance to win a Yamaha

wavejammer. Join thousands of
other campus reps. Call NOW
1-800-263-5604.

I

I

The Investment Banking Division

Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip
air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free
admission, hotel taxes and more!
Organize a small group. Earn
FrPPTripllH UftnmßFArH ITI
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo. Summer, Yr. round, all
countries, all fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MAO6. Corona Dpi Mar. Ca. 97625

Goldman, Sachs

&

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Co.

along with spending money! To:
Cancun, Jamaica, Barbados, Orlando, Daytona, Bahamas. For
more information call:1-800\u25a0J7ft-7Q14

|

cordially invites the students
of Boston College
to an information session on careers
in Investment Banking.

I

1
I

I

>4// undergraduates are
welcome to attend.

I

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28,1991

|

1
I

(800)592-2121.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income,
easy work assembling products
at home. 7-day 24-hr. service.
Info 504-646-1700. DEPT.
P6 57Q

MINORITY JUNIORS, SENIORS:
Meet and interview with dozens
of corporations (Merrill Lynch,
McKinsey, P&C and MORE!) at
theMINORITYCAREER FORUM.
12/6/91 Sheraton-Boston, 10-4.
To register, send resume PRIOR
TO OCTOBER 31: Crimson &
Brown Associates 1430 Mass
Ave. Suite 1003 Cambridge, Ma
02138. Questions? Call (617)
868-0181.

College Pub needs party promoter. Great money and a better

I
I

1
I

FUNDRAISER:We're looking,for
a top fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to
make $ 500-$ 1500 for a one week
marketing project right on campus. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Tadd or Megan at

Mcelroy hall

2nd floor

MURRAY CONFERENCE ROOM
7:00 P.M.

J

Megan at

800-592-21 21

Free Scholarship Information for
students. Please call for free brochure. Results guaranteed. 1800-937-1 797 ext. 15

I
I
lI
I1

-

Pr. pr 47^-n^?Q
time
FUNDRAISER. We're looking for
a student organization or club
that would like to make $500$ 1500 for a one week marketing
project on campus. Call Betsy or

Refreshments will be served
Casual Dress
I Goldman I
Sachs

1

,

1

MUSIC LESSONS: Private lessons for guitar voice and bass. All
styles, all levels. Individual program for the serious or casual
player. Berklee grad w/yrs of experience. Loc. on Comm Ave,
call Stephen at 782-3367.
RECORDING CLASS Learn au
dio w/your hands on the gear.
Unlock the secrets of microphones, mixing consoles, eq's
and digital tape formats in a
modern music studio. Class size
of 5 ensures private style instruction. Basic, intermediate,
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CLASSIFIEDS
and private class avail. Call
Stephen at Red House Recording,
Brighton Ma 787-3367
HOMECOMING '91. ..AND
YOU'RE LOOKING LESS THAN
TAN?

Avoid the cancer causing rays of
tanning salons. Opt for GREAT
TAN the self-tanning lotion that
works with the melanin in your
skin for a natural tan. No harmful
dyes. No orange hue. 2oz. and 4
oz. Images, International on
campus rep. Call 558-9133.
TYPING-ALL KINDS, CALL
DONNA. 566-3136. Very near
campus, reasonable rates. Resume and rover letter consulta-

tions

availahlp

also

SCIENCE TUTOR: Experienced
tutor in ALL pre-med science
courses. Also: Molecular Biology,

Biochemistry, Physiology. Flexible hours: Afternoon and
Evening. Call David at 277-6761.
WORD PROCESSING WIZARD
with laser printer. Term papers,
resumes, general typing, etc.
Done quickly and accurately.
Reasonable rates. Free pick up
and delivery. Call Shirley at 3328240.
Trip to USSR! One week; tour
Moscow, St. Petersburg (and
Helsinki), world peace confer-

ence with top Soviet students.

Round trip to San Francisco.
Leaving 11/7 in evening, returning 11/11 morning. $200. Call

EverythingforssQo ($2500 value,
scholarship covers the rest.) Call
US 266-8756 ASAP! .
4 ROOMS AND BATH, quiet
neighbor 2 family house, 5 miles
from BC. No utilities. Call 3238846. Rrwlindalp. Ma

LOST: Gold link bracelet in
McElroy (Eagle's Nest or 2nd
floor). 10/1 7/91. Call 232-7384
I left my gray J. Crew jacket on
the BC bus on Tuesday morning.
If anyone has it, could they
PLEASE return it to me. Thank
you. Call 783-0380.
I lost something too. If you find
a gold rope bracelet (please be
honest if you found it, it has
sentimental value), please call

STEPMASTER BY VOIT. Used 1
mo. $375 new, will take $175.
No more waiting in line to exercise. 80 Commonwealth Ave.
558-5868.
For Sale:Computer printer, Epson

LX-800, price negotiable. Call
Tommy at 232-6597.
Ticket for Salt*?l Jnited: female

Novena to St. Jude. O holy St.
jude, apostle and martyr great in
virtue and right in miracles, near
kinsman of Jesus Christ, faithful
intercessorofall who invoke your
special patronageintimeofneed,
to you I have recourse from the
depth of my heart and humbly
beg to whom God has given such
great power to come to my assistance. Help me in my present

783-0380.

\u25a0? wffsmrmmmm

urgent petition. In return I promise to make your name known
and cause you to be invoked. Say

three Hail Mary's, Our Father's
and Gloria's; promise publication. St. Jude, pray for us all who
invoke you aid, Amen. Say for
nine consecutive davs.

How American Express
helps you cover more territory
For less money
Become a Student Cardmember today and
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
for OfllV $129 Of $189 CaCh.
'

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
48 COntigUOUS StateS. And yOU Can fly almOSt anytime?

J^Sfir^SSS^C.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply. Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it s
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
mxmmm n
terri
So get the Card ' And get ready t0 CoV r
ne^
f
tory 0n dther Side ° f ° Ur Great Continental Dlvlde '
"

fIHH ifiFlJ

M.

KproncPfhprparp nn DiaCKOUt
HcHPC. DUI
Rllt vnil
milSt
DeCaUSe
nO Hartnilt UaieS.
yOU lIIUM

mere are
make your reservations within 14 days.of the day you

'

'Minneapolis/St Paul.Sl Louis and New Orleans are considered cilies east of [he Mississippi River
"A credit of up to »370 for calls will appear on each billing statement for 12 months after enroll
ualto,hechar? esfor^ domestic3ominutenight/weekend MClCardCompati
menl » 370 *«l
biliiyca " andaPpropriatesurcfiarB es You mustenro" for,hisservice ** December *>? 1991

Membership Has Its Privileges*

,5=
:ompl«e

terms

CALL

1-800-942-AMEXHi

//you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.

Information

about your certificates will be

arriving

soon

liability for Continental Airiines' performance. ©
and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airiines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer American Express assumes no

c-*?

m

____

1991 American Express ttavd Related Service Compaq Inc.
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key
UGBC Lecture Series Proudly Presents,

UGBC WOMENS ISSUES presents....

"How To Get A Job
Like Mine"

THE POLITICS OF
CHOICE

a lecture by famous author

-A LECTURE SERIESTues. Oct. 15 The Medical View
Tues. Oct. 22 The Personal View

Kurt Vonnegut

Tues. Oct. 29 The Legal View

All Three Nights in HIGGINS 304
at 7:00 pm

November 21, 1991
7:30 pm
The Rat

/

The
RACE

f Live Via
Satellite:

\x

COMMITTEE
WILL HOLD ITS WEEKLY
MEETING ON

|

November 28
\
8:00 pm
\ McGuinn

In Higher Education:
Can We Meet The

\

J/

Challenge?
Nationally recognized experts will address the critical issues which determine the
success or failure of achieving this often elusive objective.
This solution oriented videoconference will provide an open forum for students,,
faculty, administrators and community members to engage in a constructive
dialogue.

November 20, 1991
Barry Pavilion (Newton Campus)
1:00 pm-3:00 pm
Sponsored by the AHANA Center

118/

r

\

DIVERSITY

/
\
/ AWARENESS \

I

An Opportunity to consider the ProChoice position from three oustanding
speakers' perspectives

<

\

HOMECOMING DANCE INFORMATION:
Tickets are still available for the

)

AIDS: Living With,
Caring For

BC Graduate ('B6) David
Brennan, Social Work
November 1, 1991-Sheraton towers Copley,Bpm-lam
Coordinator for Mission Hill
OPEN TO ALL CLASSES
Hospice
Music by Mark Moms and the Cat Tunes
will speak of his work at BC, and
Roundtrip transportation will be provided. Buses begin departing
two PWA's (Persons with AIDS)
from St. Ignatius at 7:45. Last bus departs at 9:45. Last bus returning
from Sheraton will be at 1:30 am.
will talk about living with AIDS
The Sheraton is a short walk from the Hynes/Auditorium T stop.
discrimination and education
In order to purchase alcohol, you must present 2 picture ID's.
November 1.1
Semiformal Attire
7:00 pm
For Information call
Chem. Building, rm. 127
552-2489
Free Admission
)
Refreshments Served
v

HOMECOMING DANCE

The Heights October

28,1991
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
To UGBC

-"^???^?

UGBC Women's Issues
is now accepting
applications for the
position of DIRECTOR.

I I "MEET THE PREZ" 1
I
I

UGBC IS COMING TO YOU?
WHY: To listen to your complaints

I

To get your ideas
To ask for your help
To tell you what UGBC
can do for you:

Applications are
I
available in McElroy 1201
and due back to that I
office by October 31. I

Book Fund
Hall Recycling an Eco-Olympics
*Sudent Rights Advocates
ACTIONLINE and Student Complaint Forms

*Whistles Program
*Pub Series/Concerts/Lecture Series

Wednesday October 30,10pm
in Fitzpatrick Lounge
Come talk with Setti Warren and members of the
UGBC Senate and Cabinet about what concerns
YOU here at EC!
FREE PIZZA FREE PIZZA FREE PIZZA
-

-

(WATCH FOR A "MEET THE PREZ" TIME AND DATE
FOR YOUR DORM)

r

i

\u25a0The Department of Student Services: j
This department has heard many complaints about
I the Escort Service. Many of these complaints have i
[been voiced only through word of mouth. In order to
I
I
propose changes we have to have your written
complaints. Please, for the improvement of this
I service, call the ACTIONLINE or stop by McElroy I
123 and fill out a complaint form.
I
This Service is in need of changes. Please help us
help you by voicing your concerns.
I

J

iCall the ACTIONLINE at 552-8008 or!

!

stop by McElroy 123.
UGBC and BC Dining Services present,

!

I

f

UGBCAHANAand
OLAA present,

SONYA
NIETO
To speak on
MULTICULTURAL
CURRICULUM
(with a following
discussion)

HOMECOMING BRUNCH
November 2, 1991
10am-lpm

McElroy and Stuart Dining Halls
You are cordially invited to enjoy this delicious allyou-can-eat brunch before cheering the Eagles to
victory.
(Meal Plan Accepted)

Tuesday, November 5
7:00 pm
Chemistry Building,
rm. 127
Reception will follow
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EAGLE'S
EYE of
Bostn

college
Learn how to write the most effective
resume and cover letter you can.
Workshops held daily in October. Sign

12:00- 1:30 pm

Visiting Representative. Gasson 203.
Amos Booth will discuss lAU's program

Doyle 552-4609.

12:00- 1:30 pm
Elementary Ballet Class. Open to all
students, faculty and staff with basic
ballet training who desire to develop
their barre and centre work. Taught by
Margot Parsons. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center. Free.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.

11:00 am- 12:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center.
First impressions make a difference.
Learn how to write the most effective
resume and cover letter you can.
Workshops held daily in October.
Sign up in Room 101 of the Career
Center.

in Aix-en-Provence (France.) Sponsored
by the Foreign Study Office. Call Peggy
Ramirez 552-3830.

1:00-2:00 pm

4:30 pm

11:00 am- 12:30 pm
Support Group Meetings for Adults
from Troubled Families. St. Joseph's
Chapel, Gonzaga Basement, Upper
Campus. Meets every Monday and
Wednesday (see Wednesday listing
for different location.) Support groups
provide information, support,
camaraderieand communication in a
safe environment for people to
address life issues resulting from
growing up in a troubled family (e.g.,
alcoholic families, divorce, etc.) Call
Judy McGuire Robinson, Assistant
Dean for Drug and Alcohol Education
552-8639 or Mer Zovko, Assistant
Dean for Student Development 5523480.

yourself during an interview.

Monday
9:00 am

JL O

3:00 pm
Pumpkin Sale. McElroy Lobby.
Sponsored by Pro?Life Coalition.

1:00

-

-

2:00 pm

Visiting Representative. Gasson 208.
Mme. Suraqui will discuss semester

2:00

-

3:00 pm

3:00 4:00 pm
-

Interview Workshop. The Career Center.
Prepare yourself before your first
interview! Get some advice on what an
employer looks for and how to "sell"
4:30 -5:15 pm

Environmental Action Center Meeting.
Carney 202. This is a group of students
who care about nature and the
environment. We educate ourselves and
the campus, do political action (support
environmentally sound bills) and go on
outings. Meets weekly. Call Judy
Kuzsewski 783-3644.

2:00 pm
Interview Workshop. The Career
Center. Prepare yourself before your
first interview! Get some advice on
what an employer looks for and how
to "sell" yourself during an interview.

-

Intermediate Ballet. Bonn Studio
Theater, Robsham Theater. A free ballet
class open to anyone with basic skills in
ballet. Taught by Margot Parsons.
Sponsored by Robsham Theater Arts
Center. Free. Call Bunny Doyle 5524609.

-

6:00 pm
Investment Club. Cushing 210. General
meeting; new members welcome. Call
Harold Peterson 552-4550.
7:00 pm

4:00 pm

Meditation Group. Basement of
Roberts House (red brick house on
corner opposite McGuinn.) This
group meets weekly for silent
meditation in the Eastern tradition. All
are welcome. Sponsored by Theology
Depl. and Chaplaincy. Call Eleanor
MacLellan 552-3475.
4:30 6:00 pm
Careers in Law and Paralegal
Services. Career Center Library. A&S
alumni will describe their experiences
and offer advice on the job search
process.
-

5:10-6:00 pm
Coalition for Peace Meeting. Carney
103. This is a student group formed to
educate ourselves on peace issues
and to do political action. Meets
weekly. Everyone is welcome. Call
Katie McDonald 558-8739.
5:30 7:30 pm
-

Student-Faculty Roundtable. Murray
House. Sociology Prof. Paul Schervish
will lead a discussion entitled, "One
Path Through the Abortion Debate."
Sponsored by SPAC and Pro-Life
Coalition. Call Katie Hung 552-4822.

7:00 pm

8:00 pm
Race Awareness Committee General
Meeting. McGuinn 11 8. Sponsored
by Social Awareness UGBC. Call
Stacey Murray 558-8891.

Tuesday

"29
~

3:00 pm
Pumpkin Sale. See Monday listing.
-

11:00 am 12:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center.
First impressions make a difference.
-

trumpet, trombones, sax, piano, guitar,
bass and drums welcome to audition.
Call Sebßonaiuto 552-3018.

7:00 pm
S.O.E. Meeting. McGuinn 106. New
member always welcome! Call Robyn
Haughney 969-6346 or Erin O'Brien
739-7309.

**

jazz techniques and
contemporary dance expression. Taught by

modern and

Jamie Huggins. Sponsored by Robsham
Theater Arts Center. Free. Call Bunny

Interview Workshop. The Career Center.
Prepare yourself before your first interview!
Get some advice on what an employer
looks for and how to "sell" yourself during
an interview. Sponsored by the Career
Center.
3:45-5:15 pm
Wall Street Career Panel. Chemistry Bldg.
Room 127. Members of the B.C. Wall
Street Career Council will discuss their
positions and give career advice to those
wishing to work on Wall Street. Sponsored
by CSOM Career Services.

7:00 pm
Boxing Club Introduction Meeting.
Gasson 207. Meeting for students
interested in boxing and competing
against other colleges in the National
Collegiate Boxing Assoc. Call Tom
Whalen 242-0468.

Vocal Recital. Casson 100. Tea-time
performance by world renowned soprano
Sue

Ellen Kuzma.with

piano accompani-

and cookies
served. Free. Sponsored by the Music Dept.
Call Prof. Anne Dhu Shapiro 552-4843.
5:00 7:00 pm
-

Intercultural Cafe. McElroy Third Floor
Cafe. This week is sponsored by the
Philippine Society. There will be a Filipino
dinWr and dance performance. The Cafe
offers appetizers, desserts, and international
coffees a la carte, payable by meal plan or
cash. Call the ODSD Intercultural Office
552-8005.
7:00 pm
A Film: "Toni Morrison: Profile of a
Writer." MacNeil Room, Bapst Library. See
12:00 noon listing.

Shocking the World. The Coup, Russia and
Prospects for Democracy. Carney 237. A
lecture given by Kevin Spersly on the coup,
and recent events by someone that was in
Moscow during that time. Sponsored by

Slavic Circle. Call Chris Zenen 232-4767.
7:00 pm

AppalachiaVolunteers. Walsh Bth Floor
Lounge. First raffle organization meeting.
Sponsored by the Chaplaincy. Call Peter
Lenhardt 782-0666.
7:00 8:30 pm
Support Group

Meetings for Adults from
Troubled Families. Barat House Basement.
Meets weekly. See Monday listing.
9:00 pm
Chess Club Meeting. Gasson 209. Meets
weekly. For anyone interested in playing or
learning how to play chess. No experience
needed! Call Steve Tseki 969-0332.

7:00

7:00 pm

-

Evangelism Service. St. Joseph's Chapel,
Gonzaga Hall. Mass prayer meeting. Call
to turn back to God. Sponsored by Campus
-

Ministries. Call Vi Lynch 891 -7868.
8:30 pm
52 3. A

weekly topical Bible study. If you know
nothing or everything come for a
discussion of scripture. Sponsored by
Intervarstiy Christian Fellowship. Call
Glen Moller 254-8746 or Mike 7820495.

Field Hockey vs New Hampshire. Call
Athletics 552-3004 lor info.

Wednesday

7:30 pm
B.C. Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Community. McGuinn 410. Informal support and
friendship. Meets weekly. Call LGBC
answering machine at 552-2979.
10:00 pm
Mass with the Jesuit Community. Manresa
House, 188 Beacon Street (across from the
football stadium.) Field weekly. Call Ed,
Kevin, Richie or Ted 739-0224.
Men's Soccer vs Providence. Call Athletics
552-3004 lor info.

30 Thursday

v
12:00 pm
A Film: "Toni Morrison: Profile of a
Writer." Women's Resource Center,
McElroy 21 3. Morrison discusses slavery
and its legacy as well as the pain and
challenge of writing about it in her
Pulitzer-Prize winning novel Beloved.
(52 minutes.) Free. Sponsored by WRC
and Bapst Library. Call Kim Ciampa 5523489.

-

5:30 7:00 pm
Murray House Spaghetti Dinner.
Murray House. The moment you've all
been waiting for! Enjoy all the pasta,
bread, soda and dessert you can eat for
$2.00 every Thursday. Call Julie 5528461.

Ignatius upper
church. Call Mary Hehir 552-3475,
University Chaplaincy.

1:00 pm
All Saints Day Mass. St. Mary's Chapel.
Call Mary Hehir 552-3475, University
Chaplaincy.
3:00 4:00 pm
Holy Hour Devotion. Cushing Chapel in
Cushing 321. An hour of traditional
Catholic prayer including Exposition and
Benediction of the Holy Eucharist. Held
weekly. Sponsored by the St. Thomas
More Society. Call Bill Olevitz 268-0168
-

4:00 pm

All Saints Day Mass. St. Ignatius upper
church. Call Mary Hehir 552-3475,
University Chaplaincy.

5:30 pm

All Saints Day Mass. St. Ignatius upper
church. Call Mary Hehir 552-3475,
University Chaplaincy.

7:00 pm
6:30 pm
B.C. Democrats Meeting. Cushing 206.
Meetings held weekly. Call Jason
Panos 508-531 -5857.
7:00 pm

The Brick and the Rose/Sleeping
Beauty or Coma? Bonn Studio,
Robsham Theater Arts Center. Two
plays, each depicting different facets of
human relations: dreams and struggles.
$4.00 for students. Sponsored by the
Dramatics Society. Call Bunny Doyle
552-4609.
7:00 8:30 pm
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Meeting. Cushing 209. An
interdenomination fellowship of
Christians meeting weekly for prayer
and Bible study. Call Jennifer Hyder
558-9018 or Dave 558-8693.

The Brick and the Rose/Sleeping Beauty
or Coma? See Thursday listing.

7:30 pm
All Saints Day Mass. St. Ignatius upper
church. Call Mary Hehir 552-3475,
University Chaplaincy.
7:30 pm

Film: The Silence of the Lambs. McCuini
Auditorium. This brillant hit thriller,
starring Jodie Foster and Anthony
Hopkins could possibly be the scariest
film of all time. Free with B.C I.D.
Sponsored by the Film Board.

10:00 pm
Film: The Silence of the Lambs. McCuini
Auditorium. See 7:30 pm listing.

England
Championships. Call Athletics 552-3004
Men's Cross Country in New
for info.

Thursday Night at the Cafe. McElroy
3rd Floor Cafe (Sweets & Treats.) This
week's feature is My Mother's Fleabag.
Come and be entertained by great
student talent in a relaxed atmosphere.
Free. Sponsored by SPAC. Call Pokey
Chatham or Lou Kodumal 552-4822.

*-*

12:00- 1:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center. First
impressions make a difference. Learn how
to write the most effective resume and
cover letter you can. Workshops held daily
in October. Sign up in Room 101 of the
Career Center.

Volleyball vs Connecticut. Call Athletics
552-3004 for info.

Saturday
7:00 pm

Friday

The Brick and the Rose/Sleeping Beauty
or Coma? See Thursday listing.

7:30 pm

-

7:30 pm

-

5:00 6:00 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio, Robsham
Theater Arts Center. A free opportunity
to have fun, express yourself and get a
terrific workout in the process. Taught
by Janet Hardman. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center. Free.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.

12:15 pm

All Saints Day Mass. St.

8:00- 10:00 pm

7:00 9:00 pm
SOM Career Night. Lyons Cafeteria. Meet
company representatives and learn about a
variety of career opportunities. Open to all
majors. Sponsored by Marketing, Finance,
and Computer Science Academies.

3506.

B.C. community. Call Patrick 2327067.

Theater Arts Center. Free. Call Bunny
Doyle 552-4609.

-

7:00 pm

7:00- 10:00 pm
RHA Volunteer Fair. Lyons (The Rat.)
Similar to job fair, volunteer organizations will have tables set up and
representatives will offer information and
recruit students for volunteer positions.
Sponsored by Residence Hall Assoc. Call
Susan Corcoran 558-5914 or 964-0371.

Stylus General Meeting. McElroy 1 27.
Meets weekly. Call Erik Kokkonen 552-

College Republican General Meeting.
O'Neill 256. General meeting open to

-

4:15 pm

-

Topical Bible Study. Edmonds

7:00 pm
LJGBC Senate Meetings. Gasson 301.
Meets weekly. Call Sieve Howard
552-4937.

9:00 am

Auditions for Swingin' Eagles Stage
Band. Conte Forum Band Room. All

7:00

Film: Zelig. Chemistry Auditorium
Rm. 1 27. The third installment in a
five part Woody Allen film series.
Sponsored by the Cinema Society.
Free. Call lames Herbet 738-6591.

Arts Center. For intermediate level, using

ment by William Merrill. Tea

4:30 6:30 pm

6:00 pm
Circle K International. Fulton 316. Get
involved in the B.C. and surrounding
community doing service projects for the
homeless, the handicapped, the elderly,
and more. Call Katy or Suzi 558-9450.

and year-long program in Paris,
Montepellier, France. Sponsored by
Foreign Study Office. Call Peggy
Ramirez 552-3830.
1:00

up in Room 101 of the Career Center.

Jazz Class. Bonn Studio, Robsham Theater

10:00- 11:00 am

Interview Workshop. The Career
Center. Prepare yourself before your
first interview! Get some advice on
what an employer looks for and how to
"sell" yourself during an interview.
Sponsored by the Career Center.
11:00 am
All Saints Day Mass. St. Mary's Chapel.
Call Mary Hehir 552-3475, University
Chaplaincy.
12:00 pm
All Saints Day Mass. St. Joseph's
Chapel. Call Mary Hehir 552-3475,
University Chaplaincy.
12:00 pm
All Saints Day Mass. Newton Chapel.
Call Mary Hehir 552-5475, University
Chaplaincy.
12:00 pm
All Saints Day Mass. St. Mary's Chapel.
Call Mary Hehir 552-3475, University
Chaplaincy.

12:00- 1:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center. First
impressions make a difference. Learn
how to write the most effective resume
and cover letter you can. Workshops
held daily in October. Sign up in Room
101 of the Career Center.
12:00- 1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio Theater,
Robsham Theater. For beginning and
intermediate levels using modern and
jazz techniques and contemporary
dance expression. Taught by Pierre
Barreau. Sponsored by Robsham

Film: The Silence of the Lambs. McCuinr
Auditorium. See Friday 7:30 pm listing.
10:00 pm
Film: The Silence of the Lambs. McCuini
Auditorium. Sec Friday 7:50 pm listing.

Sunday
»5

7:00 pm
Graduate Student Mass. St. loseph's
Chapel Upper Campus. Held weekly
except Sunday, Dec. 1. International and
cultural diversity encouraged. Sponsored
by the Chaplaincy. Call Nancy Serma
965-7510 or |oe O'Keefe, S.J. 552-0224
or 8426.
7:00 pm
Film: The Silence of the Lambs. Barry
Pavilion, Newton Campus. See Friday
7:30 pm listing.
ALL CLUB OFFICERS PLEASE CHECK
YOUR CLUB MAILBOXES DAILY IN
OPSD. MCELROY 141. MAIL WILL
NOT BE HELD LONGER THAN A
WEEK DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS!

CALLING ALL SENIORS! The Senior
Year Experience Committee needs to
hear from you. We are looking for
volunteers to participate in small
group discussions on the subject of
your experience at B.C. This
information will help us program
events for you in the Spring. Any
interested seniors should call Mary in
ODSD,McEIroy 141 at 552-3480.

